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above, and has no finite limit point. Although information is also obtained about auxiliary functions of
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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals with several importaat problems concerned'with 
interface Sturm-Liomville systems. One' of these problems is to 
determine how separation or interlacing theorems may be applied to the 
characteristic equations or auxiliary functions of such systems. Our 
attempt to solve this problem requires the introduction of the concept 
of a subsystem of a Sturm-Liouville interface system. Another problem 
is to discover if some results known to hold for ordinary Sturm— 
Liouville systems also hold for interface Sturm-Liouville systems. The 
first of these problems is solved by developing a theorem which asserts 
that the zeros of the auxiliary function of the entire system interlace 
the zeros of the products of the auxiliary functions of certain 
subsystems. This interlacing is used to solve the last problem by 
providing the basis for induction proofs which show that the set of 
characteristic values of any Sturm-Liouville interface system is 
countably infinite, contains a smallest element, is unbounded above, 
and has no finite limit point. Although information is also obtained 
about auxiliary functions of Sturm-Liouville interface systems and 
subsystems,, the main conclusions of this thesis are that the 
interlacing theorem is available for use in investigating 
characteristic values of Sturm-Liouville interface systems and that 
some important properties of characteristic values of ordinary Sturm- 
LiouviTle systems are also properties of characteristic values of 
interface Sturm-Liouville systems.
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INTRODUCTION .

Shortly after the advent Of the differential calculus, nearly 320 

years ago, various engineering, mathematical, and scientific problems 

gave rise to boundary value problems of one kind or another. Those 

involving differential equations in the real domain, uith one or two 

point boundary conditions, were the first to receive serious attention. 

During the past century and a half, the mathematical literature 

concerning such systems has become very extensive and includes both 

practical and theoretical results of great importance.

It was not until 1897, however, that Nicoletti [IS]/ introduced

boundary conditions at more than two points into a differential system.

He studied a single nth order equation together with boundary

conditions at k points of an interval, under the restriction k ^ n. By

1908, Picone [19] had considered boundary conditions involving an

infinite number of points along with integral boundary conditions.

Wilder [32,833 subsequently introduced parameters into the differential

equations. Independent of the earlier work of Nieoletti, Whyburn [293,

after the manner of Caratheodbry [103, developed a fundamental

existence and uniqueness theorem for a quite general system involving n

first-order ordinary differential equations with boundary conditions at

k < n points. With these points confined to an interval of definite

length, and under a suitable Lipschitz condition, the solutions of the

f Numbers within brackets refer to corresponding references of the 
bibliography.
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system were shown to be continuous functions of the boundary points and 

values.

The studies of these individuals have been greatly expanded, and 

many new features of boundary value problems investigated, by other 

mathematicians. A variety of concepts aŝ d techniques such as Green's 

functions [15,29,30,34], Stieltje's integrals [6,25], matrix methods 

[1,2,7], and the calculus of variations [12,17,24,27] have been 

employed in the process. Biuch of the significant work done in this 

area, up until the year 1942, has already been reviewed in the litera

ture [29], as have other major developments through the year 1955 [31]. 

Among the studies cited in these reviews, four are of particular 

interest to us because they have to do with interface characteristic 

value problems, as does this thesis.

Interface characteristic value problems involve differential 

equations on several adjoining open intervals together with a set of 

auxiliary conditions which apply at the ends of these intervals. At 

each point between neighboring intervals the relevant interface 

conditions relate left-hand and right-hand limiting values of a 

solution and its derivatives. The differential equations contain a 

parameter which may, or may not, appear in the boundary conditions.

In 1935, Reid [21]. encountered such problems as a by-product while 

searching for functions which minimise the distance between several 

specified points when the functions are allowed to have discontinuities 

in their derivatives at the given points. Similar connections between 

the calculus of variations and certain interface problems were also
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explored by Mansfield [17] who, in 1941, found conditions for self

adjointness of interface characteristic value problems.

Perhaps, the first extensive study of Sturm-Liouville interface 

boundary value problems was undertaken by Sangren [22]. The left and 

right most subintervals of his system could extend to -” and.00, 

respectively. He showed that the related characteristic numbers were 

real and expansion theorems for the system were established. Applica

tions of his results to problems in heat flow, potential and vibration 

theory, and nuclear reactor development were also pointed out.

Stallard [26], in 1955, studied matrix differential equations 

Y' + PY = ZRY in an unknown matrix Y, with coefficient matrices P and R 

and a scalar parameter Z. The associated interface conditions were 

parameter free. He defined what is meant by a solution of such a 

system and gave existence and uniqueness theorems for solutions. His 

results also included conditions for self-adjointness, the development 

of Green's matrix, and expansion problems. He also gave conditions for 

self-adjointness of an interface system having y" + p^y' + pgy = Zry as. 

its differential equation, where p^, pg* and r are Lebesgue integrable 

functions.

During the past 25 years, boundary value problems have continued 

to provide a fruitful area of mathematical research.

By 1959, Barrett and Wylie [6] had used Stieltje's integrals to 

extend a number of results pertaining to classical Sturm-Liouville 

systems to systems whose boundary conditions contain the parameter. 

Applications of the theory to diffusion, heat flow, and vibration 

problems were also noted. That same year Barrett, and Thorne [5]
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investigated Sturm-Liouville interface boundary value problems of the 
kind considered in this thesis. The following year, 1960, Sangren [23] 

solved some two dimensional membrane and heat flow problems which, upon 
separation of variables, resulted in interface characteristic value 

problems to which his earlier work was applied. During 1964 other 

boundary value problems involving interface systems were studied by 

Barrett [3].

A difficulty that is often encountered in connection with 

characteristic value problems is that of finding the related 

characteristic values. Frequently, it is either impractical or 
impossible to find their exact values. One must then resort to 
numerical methods for their computation. Separation and interlacing 
theorems which have proven to be useful in this regard were given by 

Barrett and Bendixen [4] in 1965.

An interface characteristic value problem of still another sort is 

that of Jerome [16], published in 1970. He defined linear operators L 
and L* and then considered a differential equation of the form 

L1S=Ly = Xy together with a mixed set of parameter free boundary condi

tions of either ordinary or interface types. Under suitable 

restrictions on the operators involved, he proceeded to establish 

positiveness and multiplicity properties of the characteristic numbers, 
determined orthogonality conditions for the characteristic functions, 
and gave a formula for the solution of an equation of the form 

L 0Ly = g(x).
A quite recent history updating some of the work done on interface 

systems is set forth in two 1975 publications of Brown [8,9]. These
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two articles have little to do with interface Stnra-Liouville systems, 

however.

Although a 1982 tent by Wylie and Barrett .[34] n o w 'discuss©s 

boundary value problems which entail interface Sturm-Lipuville systems, 

the theory of such interface systems is still in an active state of 

development. The purpose of this thesis is to carry these investiga

tions forward a little.

For the sake of clarity and easy reference. Chapter I begins with 

a characterization of just what is meant by an interface Sturm- 

Liouville system. After defining what is meant by characteristic 

values and characteristic functions of such systems, we state several 

well known theorems concerning these numbers and functions, and condi

tions under .which they hold. Then characteristic equations and 

auxiliary functions of an interface system are derived. In Chapter 2 

we introduce the motion of a subsystem and use a fundamental 

interlacing theorem to.prove an interface interlacing theorem of 

considerable generality.

In Chapter 3, we apply our interface interlacing theorem to devise 

a subsystem method for locating characteristic numbers of an interface 

system within known intervals. In addition, we show that several well 

known properties of the characteristic numbers of ordinary Sfurm- 

Liouville systems carry over to the characteristic numbers of interface 

Sturm-Liouville systems. .

Ways of finding characteristic equations of both interface systems 

and their subsystems are discussed. This is done differently in
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Chapters 2 and 3. A relation between auxiliary functions derived from 

different bases of the differential equations involved is also found.

Chapter 4 contains examples which serve to illustrate the theory 

of the first three chapters. Special attention is given to the 

interlacing phenomena of sets of characteristic numbers and the 

suborthogonality of sets of characteristic functions of the 

differential equations involved in various subsystems.
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CIAPTEE I

INTERFACE STJJRffi-LIOWILLE SYSTEMS

I .__ Sfcatemeat of the Problem and Related Theorems

Many problems in applied mathematics give rise to boundary value 

problems which, upon separation of variables, lead to differential 

systems of the type

(I) gg:[r(r)y&] + U p k(z) + qk(x)]yk = 0, zk-1 < z < z%, I < k I K

(0;1) U0(P1) = S1P-ICa) + P1P1Ca) = 0

* • •

(h,l) UklCyk) + VklCyk+1) = U klP^Czk) + PklPk Czk)]

+ [ckiyk+l(xh) + dhiyh+l(xlt)3 = 0
I < k I K-I

(k,2) Uk2Cyk ) + Vk2Cyk+1) = Eak2P^Cxk) + Pk2PjtCsk )]

+ IcM^k+! + dIZ^k+! (xk )] " 0

(1;K) Vg(pg) = CgPk (P) + dg-yg Cb) = 0
where a = Zq , Zg = b, and 2 <. K. In a variety of applications, it 

turns out that the coefficient function r admits of a single 

representation r(z) over the closed interval [a,b], where r is 

continuous and r(z) > 0, [5, p. 2]. On each subinterval zk-1 < z < zk 

of (a,b), pk is continuous, pk(z) > 0, qk is continuous, and each pk 

and qk has finite limits at %k_1 and zk« Ezpressions such as Pk Czk) 

and 3̂ (zk) are to be interpreted as the left-hand limits
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(2a) yk(xk) = Iim yk (x) and yk (xk) = Iim yk (x) I < k < K. 
x ^ x k- x->xk-

Similarly, yk+i(xk) and Ĵ +i<xk) stand for the right-hand limits

(2b) yfc+i(xk) = Iim yk+1(x) and yk+i(xk) = Iim + yk+i(x) 0 < k < K-I. 
x->- xk+ X^ Xk

All of the constants a^, b^, ..., akl, .... dk2» .... cK, dK are real.
Differential systems of this kind, involving boundary conditions 

of the type (0;1) and (I; K), and interface conditions of the sort (k,l) 

and (k,2) are referred to as interface Sturm-Liouyille systems or 

Sturm-Liouyille systems with interface conditions. Note that the 

semicolons in (0;I) and (1;K) serve to identify the boundary condi
tions, whereas commas are used in (k,l) and (k,2) to distinguish 

interface conditions. For brevity, we shall refer to the system just 

described as system (I - I; K).

A function y such that

(3) y(x) = yk(x), xk_k < x < xk, I < k < K

is called a solution of (I) on the fundamental interval (a,b) if, for

I < k < K, both yk and yk are continuous and yk satisfies (I) on the 

interval (xk_j,xk). A solution y of (I) is said to be strictly 

DSS&riyial if there is no value of k for which yk(x) = 0. Interface

systems having yk(x) = 0 for one or more values of k may be handled by
considering two or more separate systems. Thus, from now on, only 

strictly nontrivial solutions for which each of the limits yk (xk), 

yk(xk), yk+i(xk), and y^+i(zk) exists,, for the relevant values of k, 
will be called solutions of (I).

To make sure that the boundary conditions (0;I) and (I;K) are both 

present, the inequalities
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(4) (a) ai + ^ O (b) Cg + d| 51 O

will be assumed to hold. With regard to the 2 (K-I) interface condi

tions, 'wo assume that

(5) (a) SABlk ICDlk f 0 (h) Rk = ICDIk/IdBlk >0 I < k i K-I

I < k < K-l.(6) (a) Ia b I1

k and |CDSk are the determinants

Iab Ik — akl bkl § R* Il ckl dkl

ak2 bk2 ck2 dk2
In this thesis the only interface systems we shall consider will be 

those in which (4) and (5) are satisfied.

Under hypotheses (4) and (5), it is known that there are values of 

X, called characteristic ysllSS or characteristic nug^erj}, for which 

the interface system has strictly nontrivial solutions. These solu

tions are called characteristic functions. The characteristic values 

and characteristic functions have the following important properties 

[5, pp. 3-13].

Theorem I The characteristic values are real.

Theorem 2 The characteristic values are simple roots of the 

characteristic equation.

Theorem 3 The characteristic functions are real.

Theorem 4 The characteristic functions are orthogonal over the 

fundamental interval (a,b) with respect to the weight function p 

defined by

k-i
p(x) = ( n Rj) Pk (s) zk_i < X < Xk I < k ^ K 

j=0

where Rq = I.
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2^__ A_Fundagental_Interlaclng_Theprero
If F(X) = 0 is a characteristic equation of a Sturm-Liouville 

system, we shall call the function F(X) an auxiliary function of that 

system.
A convenient way of isolating one characteristic number from all 

the others of a Sturm-Libuville system containing just one pair of 

interface conditions, is to use the fact that the zeros of an auxiliary 
function of the system interlace the zeros of appropriately chosen 
products of simpler auxiliary functions of ordinary Sturm-Liouville 

systems which have no interface conditions [4, pp. 75-78]. In saying 
that the zeros of one function interlace the zeros of another, we mean 

the following:
Definitipn_l The zeros of a function f(X) interlace the zeros of a 

function g(X) on an interval I if, and only if, on this interval:

1. no simple zero of g(X) is a zero of f(X)
2. each double zero of g(X) is a zero of f(X)

3. all zeros of f(X) are simple whereas the zeros of g(X) are 

either simple or double

4. between any two consecutive zeros of g(X), whether simple or 

double, there lies exactly one zero of f(X).
Now let F(X) be any function which can be expressed in the form 

(I) F(X) = f1(X)f4(X) - f2(X)f3(X)
where f̂ , fg, fg, f4 are continuously differentiable functions over an 

interval I, and define to be the wronsfcian

Ii(X) fj(X)

q(X) fj(X)
Wij(X) =(2)
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of f£ and fj, I < i» j < 4. Also suppose

(3) W12(X)W34(X) < 0  on I.
Then, as a fundamental Interlacing theorem we have [4, pp. 71-75]: 

Theorem..! The zeros of F(X) interlace the zeros of either of the 

product functions f1 (X)f3 (X) or f2(X)f4(X) on I.

In Chapter 2 we shall show how this theorem can be applied to the 

characteristic equation F(X) = 0 of a general interface Stura-Liouville 

system, or to F(X) itself, so as to isolate the characteristic numbers 

of the system from one another. Further properties of the 

characteristic numbers will also be established in Chapter 3.

3S___ Characteristic Equations and Auxiliary Functions of Interface

Sysiegs

Since, for I < k £ K, the same parameter X occurs in each of the 

equations

(1) I5Er(x)y£] + IXpk(X) + qk(x)]yk = Q  xk_i < x < xk

solutions of these equations will not depend on x alone, as (3), 

Sec. I, suggests, but on both X and x. However, as in (I), a prime on 

y still denotes differentiation with respect to x. If uk (x,X) and 

vk (x,X) are linearly independent solutions of (I) on (xk-1,xk), a 

complete solution of (I) on (a,b) is given by

(2) y(x,X) = A^ukXx,X) + Bkvk (x,X) . xk-1 < x < xk I < k < K 

where each Â . and Bk may depend on X, but not on x.

Once a complete solution y(x,X) of (I) on (a,b) is known, a 

characteristic equation for the interface system (I - I; K), Sec. I, can 

be found by requiring y(x,X) to satisfy the auxiliary conditions
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(0;1) through (I;K). When all of these conditions, except (1;K), are 

imposed on y(x,X), a system of 2K — 1 homogeneous linear algebraic 

equations is obtained in the 2E parameters and Bj.. Since such a 
system always has nontrivial solutions, there are solutions of (I) on 

(a,b) which satisfy all of the auxiliary conditions, except (I; K). In 
fact, if u (x ,X) is any one of these, they-all have the form 
[5, pp. 9-11].

(3) y(x,X) = Au(x,X) A 0 

where A may depend on X, but not on x or k.

Imposing (1;K) on (3), we get

(4) Vg(y) = cgy'(b,X) + dgy(b,X) = 0 
as a characteristic equation, and

(5) Vk (y) = cKy'(b,X) + dKy(b,X)
as an auxiliary function of our interface Sturm-Liouville system.

Since VK (y) = AVK(u), (4) is simply the equation

(6) VK (u) = cKu '(b,X) + dKu(b,X) = O
multiplied through by A ̂  0. Hence (4) and (6) are equivalent, and so 

the function

(7) F(X) = VK(u) = cKu'(b,X) + dKu(b,X)

has the same zeros as (5). The solutions of (6), i.e. the zeros 

of (7), are the characteristic numbers of system (I - 1;K). Because 
these numbers remain unchanged, no matter what particular function of 

the family (3) is identified as u(x,X), it is customary to.refer to (6) 
as the characteristic equation, and to (7) as the auxiliary function of 

the interface system, even though (6) and (7) may change by a nonzero 

multiple with each different choice of u.
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■ CHAPTER 2

AN INTERFACE JNTEiLACINS THEOREM

I.___Special Representations of the Anxillarv Fnactioa

■ In this chapter x?e shall show that the fundamental interlacing 

theorem. Sec. 2, Chap. I, can be applied to the auxiliary, function F(X) 

of an interface Sturm-Liouville system for the purpose of isolating 

characteristic numbers of the system within intervals. We shall derive 

our result by proving that F(X) can be written in the form

(1) F(X) = f1(X)f4(X) - f2(X)f3(X)

required by the fundamental interlacing theorem, where for all real 

values of X, each f^fX), I i i i 4, is continuously differentiable and 

W i2(X)W34(X) <0.
A number of distinct representations of F, each having the 

structure (I) may be found through the use of determinants (as is done 

in Sec. 3, Chap. 3) or as follows. With k fixed, and I <; k < K, let 

u(x,X) now be any specific solution of (I), Sec. I, Chap. I, on (a,x^)

which satisfies all auxiliary conditions of the interface system
t

involving, values of x less than x^, and let

(2) u(x,X) = Uj(x,X) Xj_2 < x < Xj I < j < k

be a representation of u. By analogy with (3), Sec. 3, Chap. I, all 

solutions of this kind have the form Au(x,X). Similarly, suppose 

v(x,X) is any particular solution of (I), Sec. I, Chap. I, on (x^,b) 

which satisfies all auxiliary conditions involving values of x greater
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than and let

(3) v(x,X) = Vj(x,X) xj-l < % < Zj k+1 < j < K

be a representation of v. Al I such solutions have the form Bv(x,X). 

Thus, every solution of the differential equations of system (I - I; K) 

on (a,b) which satisfies all of the auxiliary conditions, except the 

two interface conditions at x^, has a representation in terms of u(x,X) 

and v(x,X) of the form

(CAu(x,X) on (a,XjJ A ^ O
(4) y(x,X) = |

(Bv(x,X) on (x^,b) B ^ O

where A and B may depend on X, but not on x or k. Imposing the 

interface conditions (k,l) and (k,2) On (4) we have

’Uki<u)

I3 A 0

Uk2(U) Vfc2(T) B 0

which, for each k such that I < k < K, gives

(6) F(X) = tJkl(u)Vk2(v) - Uk2(u)Vkl(v)

as a representation of the auxiliary function F. That these K - I  

representations all have the structure (I) is obvious, for we may set 

fl<X> = Ukl(u), f2(X> = Uk2(u), f3(X) = Vkl(v), f4(X) = Vk2(v).
For each fixed k, the function u as presently defined plays much 

the same role as did the function u appearing in (3), Sec. 3, Chap. I. 

Indeed, if Fk^(yk) = 0, instead of Vg(yg) = 0, is taken as a right-hand 

boundary condition, then Vg gets replaced by Uk2 in (6) and (7) of 

Sec. 3, Chap. I. Thus, we can immediately interpret. Uk2(u) as the 
auxiliary function of the Sturm-Liouville system
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(l:k) |^[r(s)yj] + [Xpj(x) + qj(x)]yj = 0, Zj_i < x < Xj, I < j i k
(0;1) D0Cy1) = 0

(j#D Dj1Cyj) + Vj1(Yj^1) = 0
(j,2) Dj2(Yj) + Vj2(yj+1) = 0

I I j < k-1

(l;k) Dkl(Yk) = 0
where, if k = I, there are no interface conditions. If, in this 

system, the right-hand boundary condition (I ;k) is replaced by 

Dk2Cyk) = 0, the resulting system has Dk2Cu) as its auxiliary function.
Recalling the meaning (3) of ▼, and noting the effect of taking 

Vki(yk+i) = O a s  the relevant left-hand boundary condition, we 

similarly find that Vkl(v) represents the auxiliary function of the 

Sturm-Liouville system

(k+1 :K) I^tr(X)Yjl-Hxpj (x) + qj(x)Jyj = 0, Xj_1 < x < Xj, k+1 < j < K 

(k;l) Vkl(yk+1) = 0

(j,D Dj1(Yj) + Vj1(Yj^1) = 0

(j,2) Dj2(Yj) + Vj2(yj+1) = 0
k+1 < j I K-I

(1;K) Vg(yg) = 0

where there are no interface conditions in the system if k = K-I. If, 

in this system, the left-hand boundary condition (k;l) is replaced by 

Vk2(yk+1) = 0, the resulting system has Vk2(v) as its auxiliary 

function.
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2j.___Subsystems of Interface Sfcqrtn-Liomrllle Svataas

Clearly, the differential systems of Sec. I having (n), Pfr9(n), 

V^j(v), and (v) os auxiliary functions, all involve differential 

equations and auxiliary conditions which are closely related to, if not 

included among, those of system (I - I;ID, Sec. I, Chap. I. It is 

therefore natural to refer to the first four of these five systems as 

subsystems of the last one. To describe this connection precisely, let 

us introduce the Kronecker delta

(I)
0 j 5s k

I j = k
j,h ^ 0, 1, 2, 3, ....

and for each fixed set of integers {i, h, m, n}, define o subsystem of 

system (I - 1;K) to be a differential system of the type:

(i+l:h) I^Er(x)yj]+[Xpj(x) + qj(x)Jyj <= 0, Xj_i < x < xj, i+1 i j I h

(i;m) 5OiuO ^ l ) + (1 ~ 8Oi^ [5lmVil^i+1  ̂ + 82mVi2(yi+l) 1 “ 0

(j,D Pj1(Fj) + vJ1Eyj+!) = 0

Ej *2) Pj2Eyj) + vj2(yj+i) = 0
i+1 < j < h-1

(n;h) 6hKVK (yK ) + E l -  Shs;) EbnlPhlEyll) + Sn2uM E y h)3 = 0 
where 0 < i < h-1, I £ h < K, and m,n = 1,2. We shall identify these 

. subsystems by the notation (i;m - n;h), rather than by the notation 

(i+l:h - n;h) which fails to specify the relevant value of m when 

0 < i.

As is evident from (i+l:h), if i < h-1, the differential equations 

belonging to a subsystem of an interface system whose fundamental
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interval is (a»b) mnst b© solved on two or more of the successive 

subintervals originally identified with (a,b). For i =» 0» the left- 

hand boundary condition (i;m) is Hgfy^) = 0, as in system (0;1 - l;t). 

See. I, and the value of m is irrelevant. If 0 < i, condition (I;m) 

becomes = 0» or ^i2^i+l^ = ®» according as m = 1» or m = 2,
and, for either value of m, it follows from (5) and (6b), Sec. I, 

Chap. I, that c^^^ + d£m ^ ¥ 0. For h = K, the right-hand boundary 

condition (n;h) is Vg(yg) = 0, as in system (k;l - 1;K), See. I, and 

the value of n is irrelevant. If h < K, condition (n;h) becomes 

tJhi(yh) = 0, or = 0, according as n = I, or n = 2, and, in

either case, (5) and (6a), Sec. I, Chap. I, imply a ^ 2  + b^ 2 ¥ 0. 

Finally, the interface conditions (j,1) and (j,2) are contained among 

those of the original interface system. Thus, we see that every 

subsystem (i ;m - n;h) of (I - I; S), Sec. I, Chap. I, for which 

i < h - I, is itself an interface Sturm-Liouville system which has 

(%£,n^) as its fundamental interval. To all such subsystems. 

Theorems I through 4, Sec. I, Chap. I, apply. In particular. Theorem 4 

yields an important SBborthogonality BSfiBSSiy of the characteristic 
functions of. each subsystem whose fundamental interval is (x^.n^): it 

is that these characteristic functions are orthogonal over (x^.x^) with 

respect to the weight function p given by 

j-1
(2) p (x) = ( H Rs)pj (x) Xj_i < x < Xj i+1 < j I h

s= i

where R^ = I and, for i+1 <. s £ h-1, S g is defined by (Sb) and (6), 

Sec. I, Chap. I.
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A subsystem, for which I = h-1, is an ordinary Sturm-Lionvillo 

system with no interface conditions. On the other hand, if i = O and 

h = K, the subsystem (0;m - a;K) and the original interface system 

(I - 1;K) are the same. In other words, every interface system is a 

subsystem of itself. A EEfiStI jsubsygtem of an interface system is a 

subsystem which is distinct from the•interface system.

3 . _Interlacing Properties of the Characteristic Numbers of Certain

Subsystems

Having now defined what is meant by a subsystem of an interface 

system, let us henceforth denote system (I - I;K)» Sec. I, Chap. I, by 

(I I;K)» and its subsystem (i;m - a;h)» Sec. 2, by (i;m - n;h), and 

simply remember the sections where these concepts are defined.

In Sec. I, we found that, for each fined k such that I < k < K, 

the functions

(I) fx (A) = Dkl(U) = aklu'(xk ,A) + bklu(xk,A)

(2) f2(A) = Dk2(u) 5 ak2ll'U k'X) + bk2u(xk'X)
(S) I3(A) = Vkl(v) S CklV '(xk ,A) + dklv(xk,A)

(4) f4(x> = Vk2(V) 5 ck2v'(Xk,A) + dk2y(xk,A)

could be interpreted as auxiliary functions of the respective 

subsystems (0;m - l;i), (0;m - 2;k), (k;l - n;K), and (k;2 - n;K). We 

also saw that the auxiliary function of (I - I;ID could be written as

(S) F(A) = ^ ( D f 4(A) - f2(A)f3(A)

which has the structure required by the fundamental interlacing 

theorem. Sec. 2, Chap. I. As has been pointed out, each of the 

functions f I  <-i i 4, is an auxiliary function of either an
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ordinary, or else an interface, Stnrm-Liouville subsystem of (I - 1;K). 
Any one of the f  ̂ which is itself the auxiliary function of an 
interface subsystem can, in the same way that (5) was derived, be 
represented by a difference of products of auxiliary functions of 
subsystems of that interface subsystem.

By applying the process just mentioned to the auxiliary function 

of each new interface subsystem evolved, it is possible to express F(X) 

solely in terms of a finite number of sums and differences of products 

of auxiliary functions of ordinary Sturm-Liouville systems. But, as is 

well know, the auxiliary functions of all these Sturm-Liouville systems 
are analytic for all real values of their argument, [14, pp. 388-389]. 
Hence, F(X) is analytic on (-<”,<»). Moreover, the functions f^(X) 
of (5) are also analytic and, therefore, continuously differentiable, 

as required by Theorem I, Sec. 2, Chap. I, on (-”,”). Summarizing 

these comments, we have:

Lemma_l For all real values of its argument, the auxiliary function of 

an interface Sturm-Liouville system is analytic.
Lemma_2 For all real values of X, and.for each fixed value of k such 

that I < k < K, the functions f^(X), defined by Eqs. (I) through (4) 

have continuous derivatives of all orders.
Having shown that F(X) has the form (5) and that each f^(X), as 

given by (I) through (4), is continuously differentiable, we must still 

prove that the remaining hypothesis of the fundamental interlacing 

theorem holds before that theorem can be applied to F(X) and 

fl(X)fg(X), or to F(X) and fgtXjf^fX). That is, we must show that, for 
all real values of X
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,(X)W34(X)
f3(X) Z4(X)

fj(X) £4(X)
< 0.

Z1(X) Z2(X)

Zf(X) Zf(X)

OZ COBZse, the primes here signify diZZezesitiatioa with- respect to X.

One© (6) has been verified, the following IsMrfgoe interlacing 

theorem will be established,

Theo£®S_l. For each k such that I < k < K, let the corresponding 

functions Z1(X)5 I i i i 4» be those defined by Eqs. (I) through (4). 

For each set IZ1, Z2, Z3, Z4 I thus defined, the zeros of the auxiliary 

function F(X) of system (I - 1;K) interlace the zeros of either of the 

product functions Z1(X)Z3(X) or Z2(X)Z4(X) on -” < X < ” .

Proof that W12(X)W34(X) < 0 First, the structure of W12(X)W34(X) will 

be investigated. Making use of Eqs. (I) and (2), and familiar 

properties of determinants, we obtain

(7) W12(X)
Z1(X) Z2(X)

Zf(X) Zf(X) '

ak2u'(x

skl g%*'(»k.).)+bki SIu(sk ‘X) ak2 H u

u'(%k,X) u(xk,X) akl ak2
^ u f(Xk5X) |%n(xk,X) bkl bk2

E WEu'(x^,X),B(x%,Xy] SABlk

where W[u'(xk,X),u(xk,X)] is the wronskia'n of u'(xk,X) and u(xk,X) with 

respect to the independent variable X.

Similarly, through the use of Eqs. (3) and (4), we find 1 

W34(X) = W[v'(xk,X), v(xk ,X)]ICDlk.(8)
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From (7) and (8), there follows
(9) W12(X)W34(X) = W[d'(xk,X),u(xk,X)]W[v'(xk,X),v(xfc,X)3!ABlk ICDjk. 
But, as (5b), Sec. I, Chap. I, clearly implies
(10) IABlk IcoIk > 0.

Therefore, for X real, (6) and the inequality
(11) Wtu'(xk,X),u(xk,X)]W[v'(xk,X),v(xk,X)] < 0
are logically equivalent.

To establish (11), we shall show, in turn, that, for— ® < X < ”,
(12) W[u'(xk,X),u(xk,X)] > 0
and that
(13) W[v'(xk,X),v(xk,X)] <0.

Recalling (2) of Sec. I, we have
(14) [r(x)uj(x,X)]'+[Xpj(x)+qj(x)]uj(x,X) = 0.
For any Xq distinct from X, this becomes
(15) [r(x)u^(x, Xq) ]'+[XqPj (x)+qj (x) ] Uj (x, Xq) = 0.
Both (14) and (15) hold on the intervals X j 1 < x < xj, I < j < k.

Multiplying (14) by Uj(x,XQ), and (15) by Uj(x,X), and subtracting 
the first equation thus obtained from the second, we get
(16) Uj(x,X)[ruj(x ,Xq)]'-Uj(x ,Xq)[ruj(x,X)]'+(Xq-XJpjUj (x,X)Uj(x,Xq)=0 
which can be written
(17) (Xq-X)Pj (x)uj(x,X)uj(x ,Xq)

= ^;{r(x)[uj(x,X0)uj(x,X) - Uj(x,X)uj(x,Xq)]}. 
We shall denote the wronskian of Uj(x,Xq) and Uj(x,X), relative to the 
independent variable x, by a lower case w, thus,
(18) w[Uj(x,Xq),Uj(x,X)] = Uj(x,XQ)Uj(x,X) - Uj(x,X)uj(x ,Xq).
Using this notation, (17) becomes
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(19) (Xg-Dpj (x)Hj (s,a,)Bj (s,Xp)ŝ -{£(s)w[Bj (s,Xo)»Bj (sA)n.

j-1
Multiplying both members of this ©qmation by TI Sg, then integrating

s=0

from to Xj * and sob sequent Iy s naming from I to k over j, we obtain

k A j •• j-1
(20) (X0-X) 2_Jyr ' ( n Sfl)pj (x)nj (2,X)nj (x,X0)dx

j=l j-1 8«0

A  j-123 ( n Ss)r(x)w[nj(x,X0),Bj(x,X)] 
j=l s=0 j-1'

If k = I, then, for all real valnes of X, n(x,X) = n1(x,X), with x 

confined to the interval (a,x^). Thns, no interface conditions apply. 

On the other hand, if k > I, at least two interface conditions must be 

satisfied by u. Let ns consider these two cases separately.

In case k = I, the second member of (20) rednees to

(21) r(x£)w[n(x£»X0) ,b (x^,X)1 - r(a)w[n(a,X0) ,b (q ,X).] .

Bnt u(x,X) and n(x,X0) are functions such that

a^u'(a»X) + b^B(a»X) = 0

BjBt(SljXp) + bjB.(a»Xp) = 0

where aj and bj are not both zero. This implies that

(22) w[u(a,Xp),u(a,X)] =0.

So, in this ease, (20) simplifies to

(23) (Xp-X) pj(x)u(x»X)u(x,Xp)dx = r(xj)w[u(xj,Xp),u(xj,X)]

which we write as-

(24) pj(x)B(x,X)n(x,Xp)dx = r (xj)w[n(xj,Xp),b (xj,X)3/(Xp-X),

Since the limit of pj(x) is finite as x tends to either a or Xj» 

Pj is bounded on (a,xj). For all real values of X, the limits u(a,X)
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and n(z^,X) are also finite. Moreover, for any 8 > 0, u is bounded and 

uniformly continuous throughout the rectangular domain 

D =  C(s, X)S a < Z < X1, - X I < 6},

[15, p. 218]. This implies

(25) Iim Jf ^ P1(Z)UXz,X)u(z,X@)dx = 4  ^ p3_(x)u^(x,X)dx. 
x0-> X

Now, the right-hand member of (24) is equal to

<26, ,(^,r..( , i . .

Equating the limit of this expression, as Xq ^ X, to the right- 

hand member of (25), we obtain

(27) Pi(z)u^(z,X)dx = T(X1)WEu'(Z1,XlfU(Z1)X)].

This shows that (12) must hold when k = I, because u(z,X) is nontrivial 

and P1(Z) > 0 on (a,Z1); furthermore, T(Z1) > 0.
If k > I, u(z,X) not only satisfies condition (0;1) of system 

(I - 1;K)» but also all of the interface conditions (j/1) and (j,2), 

I < j < k-1. Hence,

Sj1Uj(ZjfX)^bj1Uj(ZjfX) = -[cj1uj+1(zj,X)+dj1Uj+1(zj,X)]
Sj2Uj(ZjfX)^bj2Uj(ZjfX) = -[cj2uj+1(zj,X)+dj2Uj+1(xj,X)]. 

When solved for uj(zj,X) and Uj(Zj,X), by Cramer's Rule, the solutions 

to these pairs of equations give

!AH! ,u5 (zv X) = lBCS,ui+1(xv X) + !b d L u .+1(x .,x )
(29) J J J J J J  J J J  l l j i k - 1

IABljUj(zj,X) = -lACSjUj+1(zj,X) - !ADIjUj+1(Zj,X)

where the meanings of |BC|j, |BDlj» |AC|j, and IADlj are evident by

analogy with (6a) and (6b), Sec. I, Chap. I.
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From (29) it follows that, for any Xq distinct from X,

Ia b L u I (Xv X0) = Ib c I .u 5+1(x .-,Xq ) + Ib d I .u1+1(xv x0)
(30) J J J j j j  i < j < k-l.

Ia b IjUj (Xj ,Xq ) = -|AC|jUj+1(xj ,Xq ) - lAD|jUj+1(xj ,Xq )
Combining equations (29) and (30), with (18) in mind, we find

(31) Ia b I? w[uj(xj,x0),Uj(Xj,x)]

= [ Ib d Ij Ia c Ij - Ib c Ij Ia d Ij]w[uj+1(xj,x0) ,Uj+1(xj,x)]
= Ia b Ij Ic d Ij w[uj+1(xj,x0),uj+1(xj,x)]

which, in conjunction with (5b), Sec. I, Chap. I, gives

(32) w [uj (xj , Xq ),Uj (xj ,X) ] = Rj w [uj+1(xj ,X0)*Uj+1(xj,X)] I < j < k-l.. 
Since (22) still holds when k > I, the second member of (20) now

equals
r(x^)w[ui(x^,XQ),u^tx^.X)] +

k j-1
T. ( n Rs) {r (Xj ) w[uj (Xj ,Xq),Uj (Xj ,X)]-r(Xj_1)w[uj (xj.^.Xq),^ (xj.̂ .X)] I. 
j=2 s=0

By rearranging terms, this can be written 

k-l j-1
( TI R s ) r ( X j ) { w [ U j ( X j , X Q ) , U j ( X j , X ) ] - R j W [ U j + 1( X j , X Q ) , U j + 1( X j , X ) ] }  +  

j=l s=0
k-l
( H Rs)r(xk)w[uk(xk,XQ),uk(xfc,X)]. 
s=0

But, in virtue of (32), every term in the preceding sum over j is zero. 

In the final term u^ may be replaced by u, because, u(x,X) = u^(x,X), 

on (xk-l'^k^' Hence, when k > I, (20) simplifies to

k % j-1
(33) (X-Xn) y, ( TI Rs)p, (x)u, (x,X)uj (x,X0)dx

j=l j-1 s=0
k-l

- ( H Rs)r(xk)w[u(xk,XQ),u(xk,X)] 
s=0
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or, dividing through by X-Xq , 

k z j-1
(34) E M  ( n S )p4(s)u,(z,X)uj (x,XftJds 

j=l j-1 s=0 j 4 ^

k—I
= ( II .Ss)r(xk )w[u(xk,XQ) ,u(xk,X)]/ (X-Xq ) . 

s=0

Now, for I < j < k, the limit of pj (x) is finite, as x tends to 

either Xj_% or Xj, and so pj is bounded on (xj_j,xj). For all real 

values of X, the limits Uj (xj_^,X) and Uj (xj, X) are also finite. In 

fact, for any 8 > 0, Uj (z,X) is bounded and uniformly continuous 

throughout the rectangular domain

Dj = {(x,X) Ixj_j < x < Xj, IXq- X I 8},

[15, p. 218]. The limit of the first member of (34), as Xq tends to X, 

is therefore equal to 

k . j-1
E J x  iim ( H Rs)p. (x)u, (x,X)uj (x,Xq )dx 
j=l j-1 X0^  X s=0 ■

k j-1
“ E / x J ( H Ss)p, (x)Uj2(x,X)dx. 

j=l j-1 s=0

The second member of (34) equals

k-1
( H Rg)r(xk) 
8=0

U X0-X K X0-X J

Equating the limit of this expression, as Xq -* X, to the second member 

of the preceding equation, we get

k j-1 k—I
(35) EZJ ( n R_)p,(x)uJ(x,X)dx = ( H Es)r(xk)W[u'(xk,X),u(xk,X)], 

j=l Xj-1 s=0 8 J j s=0 S
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I f .k = I, this result reduces to (27), in which case we have 

already seen that (12) holds. Of course, (35) also shows that (12) 

must hold if k > I because, for I < j < k, each Uj(x,X) is nontrivial

,Xj); moreover, r

0 < s < k-1, Rs > 0.

Having verified (12), let us next work with (3), Sec. I, and 

proceed to establish (13). Instead of (14) and (15), we now have

(36) [r(x)vj(x,%)]' + [Xpj(x) + qj(x)]vj(x,X) = 0
(37) [r(x)vj(x,Xq)]' + [XqPj (x ) + qj(x)]vj(x,Xq) = 0

where Xq 4 X, as before. These equations hold on Xj_i < x < Xj for 

k+1 < j I K. From (36) and (37) we find, in the same way (19) was 

derived from (14) and (15), that

(38) (Xq-X)p j(x )vj(x,X)vj(x ,Xq) = g;{r(x)w [vj(x,Xq),Vj(x,X)]}.

j-1
Multiplying both members of this result by H R$, then integrating from

s=k

(x -l ) > 0 and, forand each Pj(X) > 0 on (xj-l

Xj_2 to Xj, and subsequently summing from k+1 to K over j, we obtain 

K j-1
(39) (X0-X) 2J n Rs)pi(x)vi(x,X)Vj(x,X0)dx

j=k+l j-1 s=k J J J

K j-1
yi ( n R )r(x)w[v.(x,X0),v.(x,X)] 

j=k+l s=k
tJ
1J-I'

If k = K-1, no interface conditions apply to v. But, if k < K-1, 

v must satisfy at least two such conditions. In either case

(40) v(x,X) = Vg(x,X) xK-I < * < & X real.

%v'(b,X) + dgv(b,X) = 0

gV * (b # Xq ) + dgv(b,X0) = 0

Furthermore
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Since eg and dg are not both zero,

(41) w Ev Oj.Xq ) ,v(b,l,)] = 0.

With this result in mind, we now proceed by cases.

In case k = K-I, (39) reduces to

(42) pK (x)v(z;,X)v(x,lQ)dx
K-I

= -r (xg_i)w [v ( , X0),vtxg;^,X)]/(Xq-X) . 
The same procedure and underlying reasoning that led from (24) to (27) 

also yields

(43) p^(x)w2(x,X)dx = i(zK_i)W[v'(xg_i,X),v(%g_i,X)]

as a consequence of (42). On (xg_j,b), v(x,X) io nontrivial and 

pK (z) > 0; moreover, r (xK_^) > 0. Hence, it follows from (43) 

that (13) holds for the case k = K-I.

In case k < K-I, v(x,X) must satisfy the interface conditions 

(j ,1) and (j ,2), k+1 < j < K-I, as well, as condition (I; K) of system 

(I - 1;K). This implies that, for k+1 < j < K-I, Eqs. (28) through 

(32) hold with Uj and U j replaced by Vj and Vj+^, respectively. 

Specifically, the analog of (32) is I
(44) w[Vj(xj,X0)»Vj(xj,X)] = EjW[Vj+1(xj,X0)»Vj+1(xj,X)], k+1 < j < K-I.

Returning to the second member of (39), we substitute in the 

limits of integration, remembering that (41) holds for k < K-I, to

obtain
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K-I j-1
> . ( H E <t){r(s,)w[vj (x i .Xq ) »Vj(z .»X)]*=& j j . j » j . j

z(%j_%)^[vj(2j_1oXq ),Vj (2j_2,1)]I -
K-I
( n Eg) ST ) w[Vg(2g-_2 « ̂<q ) » Vg(xg’_2 > X) ]
s=k

which, by rearranging terms, can be written

K—I j—I
^  (II Es)r(xj) {w[vj (xj ,Xq) ,Wj (Xj ,X)] - BjW[vj+1(Xj, X0), Vj+1(xj , X) ] } 

j=k+l s=k
- E|.r(xk )w[vk+1(xk ,X0) »vk+1(xk,X)].

From this, (44) and the fact that v(x,X) = v^+j(x,X) on (x^.x^+^), we 

see that the second member of (39) reduces to

-B^r(Xk )Wiv(XktX0),v(xk,X)].

Thus, when divided through by Xq-X, (39) becomes simply

K j-i
(45) ( TI B )p, (x)v, (x,X)v, (x,X0)dx

j=k+l j-1 s=k J J
= -B^r(x^)w[v(x^,XQ),V(X^tX)IZ(X0-X). 

The procedure and reasoning used to derive (35) from (34) can be 

readily adapted to (45). This yields

(46) - ( n E )p.(x)v,2(x,X)dx = Rfcr(Xfc)HHLv' (X^tX)tV(XktX)I
j=k+l j-1 s=k

as a limiting form of (45) as X0 -> X.

If k = K-I, (46) reduces to (43) in which case we have already 

seen that (13) holds. Further inspection of (46) shows that (13) also 

holds if k < K-I because, for k+1 < j < K, each Vj (x,X) is nontrivial 

and pj(x) > 0 on (xj_%,Xj); furthermore, r(xk ) > 0 and, for 

k < s < K-I, Eg > 0.
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In proving (12) mmd (13), we have not only established (11), but 

have verified (S), as well. As a matter of fact, we have proven that, 

for each k such that I < k < K, all hypotheses of the fundamental 

interlacing theorem are satisfied on (-«>„«>) by the functions F(X) and 

f£(X), I < i <4, defined by Eqs. (I) through (5). Thus our proof of 

Theorem I is complete.

Of course, with appropriate modifications. Theorem I may be 

applied to any interface subsystem (i;m - n;h) of system (I - 1;K). 

For, with i, h, m, and n given and i < h - I, it is possible to choose 

k such that i < k < h. Then functions u and v can be defined on 

(x£,x^) and on (ẑ .,x̂ ) in the same way these functions were defined on 

(a,x^) and on (x^,b) in dealing with system (I - 1;K). Once this has 

been done, Eqs. (I) through (4) define functions f^(X), I I i < 4, such 

that, for each fixed k, the zeros of the auxiliary function of the 

given subsystem interlace the zeros of either of the product functions 

f^fg or fgf^ on -” < X < «°.
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CHAPTEK 3

CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS AND AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

la.___ A_Jj0m:^t©S__Ma4hi?iL_£sr_Jios.S:tisjL_C&irSAlSJLiiil£_Ja.lfflJj&£J_L.fif

Iaterface_Systems

From Theorem I, Sec. 3, Chap. 2, ve know that for each fired k, 

I < k < K„ the characteristic numbers of an .interface .Sturm-Liouville 

system (I - I;K), Sec. I, Chap. I , interlace both the union of the 

characteristic values of the subsystems (0;m - l;k) and (k;l - n;K), 

and the union of the characteristic values of the subsystems 

(0;m - 2;k) and (k;2 - n;K). Clearly, all of these subsystems involve 

a boundary condition of the original interface system.

A connection between the characteristic numbers of an interface 

system and the characteristic numbers of its proper subsystems, whether 

the subsystems contain a boundary condition of the original system or 

not, is described by the nezt theorem.

Theorem I There is at least one characteristic value of an interface 

system between any three consecutive characteristic values of any one 

of its proper subsystems.

Proof: For a subsystem (i;m - n;h) to be a proper subsystem of system 

(I - 1;K), either i ^ O or k E. If K > 2, the proper subsystems of 

(I - 1;K) may be separated into three different categories according as 

i = 0> h = K, or _ O < i < h < K".
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If O = i, then h < K, and the value of m is irrelevant. In this 

case, it follows from our interface interlasing theorem, namely. 

Theorem I, Sec. 3, Chap. 2, that the zeros of the auxiliary function 

F(I) of system (I - 1;K) interlace the zeros of either of the product 

functions f^(Dfg(X), or ^(Df^d), where f%, f2» fg, f^ are auxiliary 

functions of the respective subsystems (0 ;m - l;h), (0 ;m - 2;h), 

(h;l - n;K), (h;2 - n;K)„ This implies, in particular, that there is 

at least one zero of F(X) between any two consecutive zeros of either 

f%(X) or fgfX). In other words, if 0 = i and n = I or 2, there is at 

least one characteristic value of (I - 1;K) between any two, and thus 

between any three, consecutive characteristic values of a proper 

subsystem (i;m - n;h).

If h = K, then 0 < i, and the value of n is irrelevant. In this 

case the interface interlacing theorem implies that the zeros of F(X) 

interlace the zeros of either ^(XJfg(X), or fgfljf^fX), where f̂ ,. fg, 

fg, f^ now stand for auxiliary functions of the respective subsystems 

(0;m - l;i), (0;m - 2;i)„ (i;l - n;K), (i;2 - n;K). As a particular 

consequence of this, it follows that there is at least one zero of F(X) 

between any two consecutive zeros of either fg(X), or f^(X). In other 

words, if h = K and m = I or 2, there is at least one characteristic 

value of (I - 1;K) between any two, and hence between any three, 

consecutive characteristic values of a proper subset (i;m - n;h).

This proves the theorem for proper subsystems which contain a 

boundary condition of the original interface system, as is always the

case if K =  2.
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If K > 2, the theorem must still be established when m and n are 

speeified, and 0 < £ < h < K. Under these conditions, the interface 

interlacing theorem guarantees the existence of at least one 

characteristic value of system (I - 1;K) between any two consecutive 

characteristic values of the subsystem (0;m - n;h), and the existence 

of at least one characteristic value of (0;m - n;h) between any two 

consecutive characteristic values of (i;m - n;h). Thus, between any 

three consecutive characteristic values of the subsystem (i;m - n;h) 

there must be at least two characteristic values of (0;m - n;h) and 

therefore at least one characteristic value of system (I - 1;K). The 

proof is now complete.

In general, the application of Theorem I to an interface system 

and one of its subsystems will produce very little useful information 

concerning the exact location of the characteristic values of the 

interface system. Those subsystems whose characteristic values are 

close together will give the best results. For every interval 

determined by the first and third of three consecutive characteristic 

numbers of such a subsystem will be relatively small and contain at 

least one characteristic value of the interface system itself. These 

ideas are illustrated in Sec. 6., Chap. 4.

2.___Further_Prgperties_gf_Cha£acteristic_Yalues_of_Interface_Systems

In this section repeated use will be made of the following well 

known theorem [15, p. 235] pertaining to an ordinary Stmrm-Liouville 

system consisting of a differential equation of the type 

(I) [r(x)y']' + IXp(x) + q(x)]y = O  a < x < b
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and boundary conditions

(2) a^y'(a) + b^yta) = 0 c^y'tb) + d^yCb) = 0
where the functions r, p, and q are real and continuous, and r(x) and 

p(x) are positive on [a,b]. The coefficients a^, b^, C1, and dj., as 

well as the functions r, p, and q, are independent of X.

Z££2£6™_1 An ordinary Sturm-Liouville system has a countably infinite 

set U n} of characteristic values. This set has a smallest member, is 

unbounded above, and has no finite limit point.

Because the characteristic numbers of an ordinary Sturm-Liouville 

system have no finite limit point and are unbounded above, they can be 

ordered so that

X1 ( Xg ( Xg K ... ( X q  ( ...

where Xn increases without bound as n continues to increase.

The next three lemmas show that an interface, as well as an 

ordinary, Sturm-Liouville system has a countably infinite set of 

characteristic numbers which contains a smallest member, has ho finite 

limit point, and is unbounded above.

Lemma_l The set (Xn) of characteristic numbers of an interface Sturm- 

Liouville system is a countably infinite set which is unbounded above, 

feoof The proof proceeds by induction. Since we are dealing with an 

interface system (I - 1;K), we first consider the case K = 2.

All four proper subsystems of an interface system (I - I; 2) are 

ordinary Sturm-Liouville systems. By Theorem I, the auxiliary function 

corresponding to each of these subsystems has a countable infinity of 

zeros which are unbounded above. Since this is true, in particular, of 

the auxiliary functions f1 and fg of subsystems (0;m - I;I) and
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(1;1 - n;2), it is certainly true of the product function f%fg. But, 

according to the interface interlacing theorem, between any two 

consecutive zeros of f^tXifgCX) there is exactly one zero of the 

auxiliary function F(X) of the interface system (I - I;2). Moreover, 

every double zero of f1(X)fg(X) is a simple zero of F(X). Hence, F(X) 

has a countably infinite set of zeros which is unbounded above; that is 

to say, the lemma is true if K = 2.

Suppose next that the lemma holds for all interface Sturm- 

Liouville systems (I - l;k) involving k successive intervals (xj_pXj)» 

I I j I k, where k is an integer greater than or equal to 2. Then, the 

procedure of Sec. I, Chap. 2, can be used to express the auxiliary 

function F(X) of any given interface system (I - I; k+1) over k+1 

successive intervals in the form

F(X) = ^ ( X ) f4(X) - f2(X)fg(X)
where, to make this representation of F specific, we may take f^(X) and 

fg(X) to be auxiliary functions of the ordinary Sturm-LiouvilIe systems 

(0;m - I ;I) and (0; m - 2 ;1), respectively, each of which is now a 

subsystem of (I - I;k+1). The functions fg(X) and f4(X) then become 

auxiliary functions of the respective subsystems of (I - I;k+1) 

identified by (I;I - n;k+1) and (I;2 - n;k+1). Both of these 

subsystems are interface systems over k successive intervals. 

Therefore, each f  ̂ has a countable infinity of zeros which are 

unbounded above. But, the zeros of F interlace those of either f%fg or 

^2^4» Hence, F too has an infinite number of zeros which are unbounded
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above. By induction, the lemma is thus true for every interface Sturm- 

Liouville system (I - 1;K) for which 2 < K.

In proving the next lemma, we shall make use of a wronskian of the

I < i,j < 4.

type
F(X) fi(X)f.(X)

(3) w..(X) =
J F' (X) Efi(X)^X)]'

Lemma_2 Every interface Sturm-Liouville system has a smallest 

characteristic number.

Proof Proceeding by induction, we first consider an interface system 

(I - 1;K) for which K = 2. All four proper subsystems of an interface 

system (I - 152) over two successive intervals are ordinary Sturm- 

Liouville systems. In virtue of Theorem I, the auxiliary function 

Ii(X) corresponding to each of these subsystems must therefore have a 

smallest zero Ai, I i i < 4. For instance, in this notation, A^ and Ag 

are in turn the smallest zeros of the auxiliary functions I^(X) and 

fg(X) of the respective subsystems (0;m - I; I) and (I; I - n;2). 

R e p l a c i n g  the a u x i l i a r y  f u n c t i o n  F(X) of (I - I ; 2) by 

Ii (X)I^(X) - f2(X)fg(X) in the determinant W^g(X), defined by (3), and 

utilizing (2), Sec. 2, Chap. I, we find that

(4)

From (6), Sec. 3, Chap. 2, we know that Wj^CXJWg^X) < 0. . Now either 

Ai - Ag, or else Ai 4 Ag, and in either case we may let A = min (AilAg). 

Then neither Ii (X) nor Ig(X) can be zero on -® < X < A, and it follows 

from (4) that Wii(X) 4 O there. This implies the zeros of F and IiIg 

separate each other on (-<=, A ) [4, p. 701. Hence, if two distinct 

zeros a and P of F(X) were to exist, both less than A, there would be a

Wi3(X) = Ig2(X)W12(X) - ^ 2(X)W34(X)
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number y such that f1(y)f3(y) = 0, where a < y < 0. But this is 

impossible since neither f1(X) nor f3U) can have a zero less than A. 

Thus, if F(X) has a zero less than A , it has only one, and that zero is 

the smallest characteristic value of the system (I — I;2).
Now, for all values of X, the zeros of F interlace the zeros of 

• Thus, if F(X) 4 0 on (—“,A) and = Ag, then A is the smallest 

characteristic value of system (I - I;2). On the other hand, if 

^ ^3' the unique zero of F(X), between A and the next larger zero of 

fjfg, is the smallest characteristic value of (I - I; 2).
Clearly, F either does, or does not, have a zero less than A, and 

either A^ = A3, or else A^ ^ Ag. In each of these cases we have shown 

that F(X) has a smallest zero. This proves the lemma for interface 

Sturm-Liouville systems (I - 1;K) when K = 2.

The induction hypothesis is now made that every interface system 

(I - I;It), over k successive intervals, has a smallest characteristic 

number. If F(X) is the auxiliary function of any interface system 

(I - I;k+1) over k+1 successive intervals, F has a representation

F(X) = f1(X)f4(X) - f2(X)f3(X)
in which f^ and f2 are auxiliary functions of the respective ordinary 

Sturm-Liouville systems (0;m - I;I) and (0;m - 2;1), each of which is 

now a subsystem of (I - I; k+1). The functions fg and f4 are auxiliary 
functions of the interface subsystems of (I - I;k+1) identified by

I
(I;I - n;k+l) and (I; 2 - n;k+1), both of which involve k successive 

intervals. From Theorem I, and our hypothesis on k, each f^(X), 

I < i < 4, has a smallest zero. This is true, in particular, of fj(X) 

and fg(X). Let us denote their smallest zeros by A^ and Ag. Then, the
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same reasoning which established this lemma for K = 2 can be applied to 

F, and as presently defined. This leads to the. conclusion that 

the Iemmal holds for every interface system (I - l;k+l), if it holds for 

every interface system over k successive intervals. Thus, by 

induction, every interface Sturm-Liouville system (I - 1;K), with 

2 < K» has a smallest characteristic number.

Our next lemma states, in effect, that the set of characteristic 

numbers of an interface system has +<” as its only limit point. This 

result is essential to the ordering of arbitrary infinite subsets of 

the set of all characteristic numbers of such a system.

Lemma_3 The set of characteristic values of an interface Sturm- 

Liouville system has no finite limit point.

Proof As we have repeatedly observed, if K = 2, the auxiliary function 

F(X) of system (I - I;2) can be written

F(X) = f1(X)f4(X) - f2(X)f3(X)

where each f^(X), I < i £ 4, is the auxiliary function of an ordinary 

Sturm-Liouville system. From Lemma 2, and its proof, we know that F 

has a smallest zero X^ and that, if X% is less than the smallest zero 

of f^fg, it is the only zero of F with this property. According to 

Theorem I, neither the zeros of f^, nor those of fg, have a finite 

limit point. Thus, for any number c greater than X^, the interval 

[X^c] contains only a finite number of zeros of f^fg, say m. Since 

the zeros of F interlace the zeros of f^fg, there is at most one zero 

of F at each zero of f^fg, and between successive zeros of f^fg there 

is exactly one zero of F. Hence, allowing for the possibility that Xj,
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is less than the smallest zero of f^fg, and that F has a zero less than 

or equal to c, but larger than the largest zero of in [X11C], we 

see that [X1,c] can contain at most 2m + I zeros of F. This proves the 

lemma for interface systems over two successive intervals.

Mow.suppose that, for every interface system (I - l;k) over k 

successive intervals, the corresponding set of characteristic values 

has no finite limit point. The auxiliary function F of an arbitrary 

interface system (I - l;k+l) over k + I successive intervals has a 

representation

F(X) = f1(X)f4(X) - f2(X)f3(X)
where f2 and f2 are again auxiliary functions of ordinary Sturm- 
Liouville systems, while both fg and f4 are auxiliary functions of 
interface systems over k successive intervals. It follows, in 

particular, that neither the zeros of fĵ , nor those of fg, have a 

finite limit point. Reasoning with F, f2 and fg, as presently defined, 

just as in the case K = 2, we find that if X1 is the smallest zero of 
F, and c is any number larger than X1, then only a finite number of 

zeros of F can belong to the interval [X11C]. Thus, the zeros of F 

have no finite limit point, and the lemma is true by induction.

By combining the results of Lemmas I through 3, we obtain the 

following analog of Theorem I for interface systems.

Theorem^2 Every interface Sturm-Liouviile system has a countably 

infinite set of characteristic values. Each such set has a smallest 

member, is unbounded above, and has no finite limit point.

Since every subsystem of an interface Sturm-Liouville system is 

either an ordinary, or else an interface, Sturm-Liouville system.
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Theorems I and 2 may also be combined. This gives:

Xb62£lS—3 The set of all characteristic values of any subsystem of an 

interface Sturm-Liouville system is countably infinite, has a smallest 

member, is unbounded above, and has no finite limit point.

Here is another theorem which we state without proof [5, p. 13J. 

It provides sufficient conditions for the characteristic numbers of an 

interface system to be nonnegative. The determinants IACljc, IBDljc, 

IBClk, and IADl^ appearing in the theorem are like those we encountered 

in Sec. 3, Chap. 2.

J]i£<>rem_4 If A is a characteristic number of an interface Sturm- 

Liouville system (I - 1;K) in which a-jb̂  < 0, Cgdg > 0, q^(x) < 0 on 

(=k-l'=k)' and for I < k < K-I, IACljcIBDljc = 0, IAClk IBCllc > 0, and 
IADlfcIBDlk 2 0, then A > 0.

As a special case of Theorem 4 we have the classical result: 

Corollary_l If A is a characteristic number of an ordinary Sturm- 

Liouville system (1-2), and if a^b^ < 0, C^dI - and < 0 on

[a,b], then A > 0.

We shall have occasion to utilize several of the foregoing 

theorems in the examples of Chap. 4.

3.__ Determinant Forms of Auxiliary Functions

In this section an auxiliary function of system (I - I;K), Sec. I, 

Chap. I, is derived by imposing all of the boundary and interface 

conditions on a complete solution

(I) y(x,A) = AjcUk CzfA) + Bkvk(x,A) xk-l < x < xk I < k < K 

on (a,b) of the differential equations (I) of the system. In this way.
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2K linear homogeneous algebraic equations are obtained in the 2K 

unknowns A^» Bj.. An auxiliary function of the interface system is then 

provided by the determinant of the coefficients of the unknowns. 

Determinants which represent auxiliary functions of Sturm-Liouville 

systems are called characteristic determ inants. Specifically, we have: 

ThgSSSS-I An auxiliary function F(X) of system (I - 1;K) is given by 

the characteristic determinant

B 0 (Ui) B 0 (V1 ) 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0

B 1 1 (U1 ) B 1 1 (V1 ) V 1 1 (U2 ) V 1 1 (V2 ) 0 0 ... 0 0

B1 2 (Ui ) B 1 2 (V1 ) V 1 2 (U2 ) V 1 2 (V2 ) 0 0 ... 0 0

0 0 ^ 2 1 (n 2) B 2 1 (V2 ) ^ 2 1 ( *3 ) V 2l(v 3) ... 0 0

0 0 B 2 2 ( u 2) B 2 2 < v 2 ) V 2 2 (U3 ) V22(V3 ) ... 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 • • ' % ( % ) W

Proof If the boundary and interface conditions of system (I — 1;K) are

imposed on (I), and coefficients subsequently collected on the A.'s and
/ .

s in the resulting equations, the following linear algebraic system 

is obtained:

(0;1) (uI)A^ Pq (vI)Bi = ®

(k,l) BjcI(^)A jc + BjcI(Vjc)Bjc + Vfcl(Uj^1)Ajcifl + Vfcl (Vfcfl) Bfcfl = 0

I < k i K-I

(k,2) Bfc2 (%)Afc + Bfc2(Vfc)Bfc + Vfc2(Ufcfl)Afcfl + Vfc2 (vfcfl) Bfcfl = 0

• • •

(15K) Vg(Ug)Ag + Vg(vjg)Bg — 0.
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Setting the determinant of the coefficients of the A^'o and B^'s equal 

to zero yields the characteristic equation, and the determinant (2) 

itself is an auxiliary function, of system (I - 1;K).

In Sec. I, Chap. 2, one method of expressing the auxiliary 

function of an interface system in the form

(3) F(X) = f1(X)f4(X) - f2(X)f3(X)
was explained in detail, and we have used this result many times since. 

Here is a theorem which provides an alternative way of accomplishing 

the same thing.

Theor§m_2 It is possible to obtain K - I  representations (8) of the 

auxiliary function F(X) of system (I - 1;K) as follows. For each fixed 

k, I < k < K, take f^(X) to be the principal minor of the 

determinant (2) whose elements are common to the first 2k rows and 

columns, and take f4(X) to be the principal minor whose elements are 

common to the last 2K - 2k rows and columns, of (2). To obtain f2(X), 

simply replace aa^ ®kl^vk^ ia by F ^ ^ k ^  aa^ ^ 2^ ^ '

respectively. To obtain fg(X) replace Vjc2(U^i) and (v^+^) in f4(X) 

by Vkl(B^1) and V ^ ( v ^ 2), respectively.

Proof The theorem comes as an immediate result upon expanding the 

representation of F(X) given by (2), using determinants of order 2k 

from the first 2k columns of (2) in accordance with Laplace's 

generalized expansion theorem for determinants [13, pp. .268-2703.

4. Characteristic Determinants of Subsystem? ■ ,

In this section we examine how a determinant defining an auxiliary 

function for any proper subsystem (i;m - n;h) of system (I - 1;K) can
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be extracted from the characteristic determinant (2), Sec. 3, of system 

(I - 1;K). To see how this can be done, we first impose the auxiliary 

conditions of (i;m - n;h) upon a complete solution of its differential 

equations over (x^.x^). The system of linear algebraic equations thus 

obtained can be written

(i;m) 80j, [U0(U1)A1+D0(Vi)B1^(I-Soi) [Glm(Vi1(u1+1)Ai+1+Vi1(v1+1)B1+1}]

+ (1-80i) E82mtVi2 ûi+l^Ai+l+Vi2 v̂ i+l^®i+lH = 0
. . •

(j,l) Uj1(Uj)Aj + Uj1(Vj)Bj + Vj1 (Uj+1)Aj+1 + Vj1(Vj4el)Bj^ = 0
i+1 < j < h-1

(j,2) Uj2(Uj)Aj + Uj2(Vj)Bj + vj2(Uj+1)Aj+1 + Vj2(Vj+1)Bj+1 = 0

(n;h) 8bg[Vg(ug)Ag + Vg(vg)Bg] +

 ̂1̂ 8IiK̂  ̂ 8nl ûIll(Uh)A^Uhl(Vh)Bll) + Sn2(Uh2(Uh)A^Uh2(Vh)Bh)] = 0. 
A characteristic determinant of (i;m - n;k) is, of course, defined by 

the determinant of the coefficients of the A's and B's appearing in 

these equations.

Since we are assuming that (i;m - n;h) is a proper subsystem of 

(I - I ;K), this coefficient determinant must be a minor of the 

determinant (2), Sec. 3. The following theorem describes the precise

nature of this minor.
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Thegrem_l If O < i < h < K, an auxiliary function of a subsystem 

(i;m - n;h) of system (I - 1;K) is defined by the characteristic 

determinant

vImtuI+!1 Vim<vi+i> 0 0 0 ... 0 0

^iflltuI+!1 u^ m tvM-I1 Vi+ll (Ui+2) vM-IltvI+!1 0 • • • 0 0

Di+12(ui+l) ui+12(vi+l) Vi+12(ui+2) Vi+12(vi+2) 0 ... 0 0
(I) 0 0 1Ji+21tui+21 Ui+21tvi+21

0 0 Di+22tui+21 Ui+22tvi+21

0 0 0 0 0."DhntuIi1 Dhn(Vh)

If i = 0, the characteristic determinant of (0;m - n;h) is obtained by 

replacing the elements Vim(u1+1) and V im(vi+1) in the first row of (I) 
by U0(U1) and U0(V1), respectively. If h = K, the characteristic 

determinant of (i;m - n;K) is found by replacing the elements U^(u^) 

and Ujm (Vj1) in the last row of (I) by Vg(ug) and V^(v^), respectively.

As a special case of Theorem I, we note that if 0 < i = h-1 < K-I, 
the subsystem (i;m - n;h) is an ordinary Sturm-Liouv.ilIe system whose 

characteristic determinant is

Vh-lm(nh) Vh-lm(vh)

Uhn(uh) Dhn(vh)
To understand how the characteristic determinant (I) of a 

subsystem (i;m - n;h) is extracted from the characteristic determinant

(2), Sec. 3, observe that the columns of (I) come from columns 2i+l 

through 2h of (2) and that when 0 < i < h-1, the rows of (I), excluding 
the first and last, come from rows 2i+2 through 2h-1 of (2). These 

rows and columns of (I) are fixed as soon as i and h are specified.
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Thus, only the first and last rows of (I) depend on the values of m and

n.

If i = 0, the first row of (I) comes from the first row of (2). 

If 0 < i, the first row of (I) comes from row 2i, or row 2 i+1, of (2) 

according as m = I, or m = 2.

If h = K, the last row of (I) comes from the last row of (2). If. 

h < K, the last row of (I) comes from row 2h, or row 2h+l, of (2) 

according as n = I, or n = 2.

5. Characteristic Determinants Derived from Different Bases
- -  — .

Eq. (7), Sec. 3, Chap. I, provided us with an ausiliary function

(1) F(X) = Vg-(u) = Cgu'(b,X) + dgu(b,X)

of the interface Sturm-Liouville system (I — 1;K). Other auxiliary 

functions of the system were also found to exist; however, we saw that 

to each such function, say G, there corresponded a function A(X) such 

that

(2) G(X) = A(X)F(X) A(X) £ 0 X real.

Of course, the same kind of relation holds for auxiliary functions of 

ordinary Sturm-Liouville systems. Summarizing these remarks as a 

theorem, we have:

Theorem I If F(X) is an auxiliary function of either an ordinary or an 

interface Sturm-Liouville system, all other auxiliary functions of the 

system are of the form A(X)F(X) where A(X) is never zero..

This theorem ensures that the characteristic numbers of any given 

Sturm-Liouville system are unique.
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Using I !nearly independent solutions u^ and v̂ . to the kth 

differential equation of system (I - 1;K), I < fc ^ S, vs obtained a 

corresponding auxiliary function F(X).given by the characteristic 

determinant (2), See. 3. Suppose and provide another basis for 

all solutions of the kth differential equation of (I - 1;K) on 

<xk-l'xk)* The same process applied to the and V̂ ., yields a 

characteristic determinant G(X) which also defines an auxiliary 

function of the interface system. We shall now use matrices and 

determinants to give an inductive proof that the characteristic 

determinants G(X) and F(X) are related as stated by Theorem I.

Proof Since u^ and v^ are linearly independent solutions of the same 

differential equation that the linearly independent functions fî and 

satisfy, u^ and v% must be linear combinations of and V̂ ., and 

conversely. Thus,

Uk ak Pk Mk
(b)

Mk . 6k uk
/ k / k 8k \ _Vk_ >  dy Jk

(3) (a)

where u^, 0^, y^, 8^, Hjl, b̂ ., c.%., and may depend on X but not on x.

Substituting the right-hand member of (3b) into the right-hand member 
^ k "of (3a) for
k

we have

(4)

Let us define

(5) (a) Ak (X)

Bk ak Pk ak 6k *k
/k Yk 8k ^k dK Jk

°k Pk 
Yk 8k

(b) Dk (X)
*k \

Ck dk
I < k.

Then, for all real values of X
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(6) Ak (X)Dk(X) = I

because the linear independence of uk and vk implies the product of the 

two square matrices in (4) is just the 2x2 identity matrix. From (6) 

we see that neither Ak(X) nor Dk(X) is ever zero.

It is readily verified that Dq has the linearity property

(7) Dq (a U + 6v) = CIDq (U) + BDq (V).
Of course Vg and each Dk ,̂ Dk%, Vk .̂ and Vk% also has this property. 

With this in mind, consider the case in which G(X) and F(X) are 

characteristic determinants of an ordinary Sturm-Liouville system. 

Then

V m >  W
V1 (U1) V1 (V1)

D0(aiui + B1V1) 
V1 (CC1U1 + B1V1)

D0 (cI nI + ^1V1) 
V1 (C-In1 + Ĉ1V1)

CC1 uQ (nI)+Bi u q (Vi) eiD0(ui) +Ct1D0 (V1) W  W aI bI

CC1V1 (U1)+B1V1 (V1) C1V1 (U1 H d 1 V1 (V1) V1(U1) V1(U1) cI

- D1(X)F(X).
With A(X) = D1(X), this proves the theorem for ordinary Sturm-Liouville

systems.

Recalling Theorem I, Sec. 3, again, we observe that in terms of 

the linearly independent solutions fij and Vj of its jth differential 

equation, an interface system (I - I; 2) over two successive intervals 

(xj^.Xj), i < j < 2, has

G(X) =

D0(Hl) D0(V1) O O

uIil(H1) uIltv1) V11(H2> V11(V1)

U12^1^ u12^vl^ V12(H1) V12(V2)
U V2(H2) V2(V2)O
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as a characteristic determinant. Using (3b), the linearity property of 

the U’s and Vs, and matrix multiplication,, we easily find that the 

matrix

Uq (Hi ) U0(Vi) 0 0

(8)
Un(Vi) V12(H2) Zll(V2)

d12(Hi > Vi2(Vi) V12(H2) Z12(V2)
0 0 V2(H2) V2(D2) _

equals the matrix product

"D0U 1) U0(Vi) 0
° I ™ ai H

(9)
U1I(U1) U n (vi) V12(U2) Vll(V2) b2 Ci1

Ui2(U2) Ui2(V2) V12(U2) vI2(V2) 0 0L  • 0 V2(»2) V2(V2) _ 0 0

0
0

a2
b2

0
0

d2

I

The determinant of the first matrix in (9) is clearly a characteristic 

determinant of (I - 1;2) expressed in terms of the linearly independent 
solutions Uj and Vj of the j th differential equation of the system,

i.e., it is F(X). Laplace's generalized expansion shows that the 

determinant of the last matrix in (9) is equal to D1(X)D2(X). Thus, 

equating determinants of (8) and (9), we obtain 

(10) G(X) = F(X)D1(X)D2(X) = A(X)F(X)
where we have set A(X) = D1(X)D2(X). Since neither D1(X) nor D2(X) is 
ever zero, the theorem is true for interface systems over two 

intervals.

Now assume the theorem holds for all interface Sturm-Liouville 

systems (I - I; k) over k successive intervals (xj_1,xj), where 

I < j < k and k is a fixed integer greater than or equal to 2. To each 

such system.there corresponds an auxiliary function defined by a
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characteristic determinant g(X) involving bases and for the fc 

differential equations of the system. Likewise, the system has an 

auxiliary function defined by a characteristic determinant fU) 

involving linearly independent solutions Uje and Vje of its differential 

equations. We suppose that

V
vJ

(11) ai bJ

-j uj VJ
As (10) suggests, part of our assumption is

I < j < k.

(12) gU) = [ TI D. (X)Jf(X). 
j=l

Let us pause here to observe that the determinants Dj(X) are 

uniquely determined by the coefficient matrices in (11) and, thus, are 

not affected by any change in the auxiliary conditions of any given 

interface system.

An interface system (I - I;k+1) over k+1 successive intervals also 

has auxiliary functions defined by determinants G(X) and F(X) involving 

different sets of bases and (uj, v j } for the k+1 differential 
equations of the system. As a special application of Theorem 2, 

Sec. 3, G(X) can be written

(13) G(X) = g1(X)g4(X) - g2(X)g3(X)
where g^(X) and g2(X) are characteristic determinants of the respective 
subsystems (0 ;m - I ;k) and (0;m - 2;k) in terms of the p's and v's. 

Similarly, gg(X) and g4(X) are characteristic determinants of the 
respective subsystems (k;l - I;k+1) and (k;2 - I;k+1). In terms of the 

u's and v's, these same subsystems have the respective characteristic 

determinants f1(X), f2(X), fg(X), and f4(X).
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Both subsystems (0;m - I; k) and (0;m - 2;k) are interface systems 

over k intervals, whereas (k;l - l;k+l) and (k;2 - 2;k+l) are ordinary 

Sturm-Liouville systems. By assumption, the theorem applies to 

characteristic determinants of interface systems over k successive 

intervals. Hence, recalling (12) and our remarks concerning the Dj's, 

we have
k k

(14) (a) g1(X) = [ H Dj(X)If1(X) and (b) g2U )  = I H  Dj (X)If2(X).
j=l j=l

We have proved the theorem holds for ordinary Sturm-Liouville systems. 

Hence

(15) (a) g3(X) = Dk+1(X)f3(X) and (b) g4(X) = Dk+1(X)f4(X).
Substituting from (14) and (15) into (13), we get

k+1 k+1
G(X) = [ n D. ( x ) ] Ef1 ( x ) f4 (x) -  f 2 ( x ) f3 (x)]  = [ n d , ( x) ] f (x) .  

j=l J 1 4  3 J - I j

k
Finally, setting A(X) = H D.(X), we have

j-1
(16) G(X) = A(X)F(X) where A(X) is never zero 

as asserted by the theorem.

Not only have we proved the theorem for every interface system 

(I - 1;K), K > 2, and for every ordinary Sturm-Liouville system, but we 

have also established the relations

K K
(17) (a) G(X) = [ H Dk(X)IF(X) and (b) F(X) = [ H Ak (X)IG(X)

k=l k=l

for characteristic determinants of Sturm-Liouville systems when G(X) 

and F(X) are derived from different bases.
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CHAPTER 4

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Ii___A Specific Example of an Interface Sturia-LiouvilIe System

In this section we consider ah interface Sturm-Liouville system 

with the property that its characteristic values and those of its

subsystems can be easily calculated. Working with this example we
! ' ■ '

demonstrate how the results of Chapters 2 and 3 may be used to obtain

information about interface Sturm-Liouville systems and their 

subsystems.

The interface system we shall study has

y'i + 16 Jr̂  Xy^ = 0 -2 < x < -I

(I) *2 + Jt2Xy2 = 0 -I < x < I

*3

O■Ij?
CSK+ I < x < 2

as its differential equations and

(0;1) y^(-2) = O

(1.1) y1(-l) - y2(-l) = 0

(1.2) y^'(-l) - 4y2'(-I) = 0
(2.1) y2(I) - y3(l) = 0
(2.2) 2y2 '(l) - y3 '(l) = 0
(IjS) y3(2) = 0
for its boundary and interface conditions. This system, which we shall 

identify as system (I - I;3), is clearly a special case of system 

(I - I ;K) in which
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-2 = a = Zq , Z1 = -I, Zg = I, Zg = b = 2, K = 3

r(z) = I, -2 < z < 2

q1 (z) = 0, 

qg(z) = °»

q3 (z) = 0,

-2 < z < -I

-I < z < I

I < z < 2.

Observe that the function r is continuous and r(z) > 0 on [-2,2].

and so we are dealing with an interface system that satisfies 

conditions (4) and (5), Sec. I, Chap. I.

2.___Nonnegative Characteristic Values

The derivation of characteristic equations for an interface system 

and its subsystems is simpler if the characteristic numbers are all 

nonnegative. To test system (I - 1;3) and its subsystems for this 

property, we observe that all boundary conditions of (I - I; 3) and its 

subsystems involve only y, or else y', as variables. Hence, the 

product of the coefficient of y and of y' in each of these boundary 

conditions is zero. For instance, a1b1 = 0 and cgdg = 0 in the case of 

system (I - 1;3). We have already pointed out that, for I <. k < 3, 

q^(z) = 0 on (zk-i»zk^c 6 equations

Also note that, for I £ k < 3, p^ is continuous, Pjc(Z) > 0, and q^ is 

continuous on (Z^1pZjc); moreover, p^ and qjc have finite limits at ẑ _j. 

and at z^. Finally, .
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also hold. Therefore Theorem 4 or Corollary I, Sec. 2, Chap. 3, may be 

applied and we find that neither system (I - I;3), nor any of its 

subsystems, has a negative characteristic number.
-

Let us next see if X = 0 is a characteristic number of (I - 1;3) 

or any of its subsystems. Were we to have X = 0, a complete solution 

of the differential equations of (I - 1;3) on (-2,2) would be 

(I) y ^ W  = Akx + Bk zk_i < z < %k I < k < 3

where Ak,Bk may depend on X but not bn x. Imposing the relevant 

boundary and interface conditions on (I), we obtain

(0;1) -Ik1 + B1 = 0

(1,1) - Ai + Bi + A2 - B2 ^ = 0

(1,2) A1 - 4 A2 = 0

(2,1) A2 + B2 " A3 ~ B3 = 0

(2,2) ZA2 - A3 ■ ■. = 0

(l;3) ZA3 + B3 = 0.

The determinant of the coefficients of this algebraic system is

-2 I C 0 0 0
-I I 2 -I 0 0

(2) I 0 -4 0 0 0
0 0 1 I -I -I
0 0 2 0 -I 0
0 0 ( 0 2 I

Since the value of this determinant is -8, no nontrivial solution

system (I - I;3) corresponds bo X = 0. Hence, X = O i s  not

characteristic number of (I - I;3).

To see if X = 0 is a characteristic number of some subsystem of 

(I - 1;3), we make use of Theorem I, Sec. 4, Chap. 3. This gives, for
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instance,

- 2 1 0 0  
-I I 1-1 
I 0 - 4  0
0 0 1 1

as a characteristic determinant for the subsystem (0; m - I; 2). Since

this determinant has a nonzero value, the subsystem (0;m - I; 2) cannot

have.X = 0 as a characteristic value. Testing all other subsystems of

(I - I;3) in the same way, we find that there is only one subsystem of

(I - 1;3) for which X = O i s a  characteristic value. It is subsystem

(1;2 - 2;2) whose characteristic determinant

-4 0
2 0

has the value 0.

/

3.___Auxiliary Functions and Their Derivations

Now that all of the characteristic values of system Cl - I;3) and

its subsystems are known to be nonnegative, we may replace the original
2parameter X by X and, except in dealing with the subsystem 

(I;2 - 2;2), require the new parameter X to be positive. Under this 

replacement, the differential equations of (I - I;3) become 

y% + 16n2X2y1 = 0  -2 < x < -I

(I) y% + n2X2y2 = 0  -I < x < I

yg + 4it2X2yg = 0 I < x < 2

while the related boundary and initial conditions remain unchanged. We 

shall now refer to this new system as system Cl - I ; 3). For X 

positive, a complete solution of Eqs. (I) over (-2,2) is
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y% (z) = cos 4nXx + B^sin 4itXx -2 < x < -I

(2) 7 2 (x) = A2 COS nXx + B^sin «Xx -I < x < I

7g(x) = Agcos 2rXx + Bgsin 2rXx I < x < 2.
Imposing the boundary and interface conditions on (2)» we obtain

cos SnX -sin 8TtX O O O O

11___ 0

COS 4TtX -sin 4JtX -cos JtX sin JtX O O B1 0

sin 4TtX cos 4JtX -sin TtX -cos JtX O O A2 0

O O cos JtX sin JtX -cos 2jtX -sin 2jtX B2 0

O O — sin JtX cos JtX sin 2 JtX -cos 2 JtX A3 0

O O O O cos 4jtX sin 4JtX B3 0
J — —

from which it is clear that a characteristic determinant of our new 

interface system is

cos 8JtX -sin 8JtX 0 0 0 0

cos 4JtX -sin 4JtX -cos JtX sin JtX 0 0

sin 4JtX cos 4JtX -sin JtX -CO S JtX 0 0

0 0 cos JtX sin JtX -cos 2JtX -sin 2JtX

0 0 -sin JtX cos JtX sin 2JtX -cos 2JtX

0 0 0 0 cos 4JtX sin 4JtX

Expanding (3), we obtain

(4) F(X) = sin 8nX

as an auxiliary function of system (I - 1;3) as modified.

To extract a characteristic determinant for each proper subsystem 

of (I - 1;3) from (3) we make use of Theorem I, Sec. 4, Chap. 3. In 

this way we find that a characteristic determinant of the subsystem 

(0;m - 2;2) is
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cos 8nX -sin 8ttX 0 0

cos 4TlX -sin 4 ttX -COS TtX sin xX

sin 4TiX cos 4TtX -sin ttX -cos TtX

0 0 -sin ttX cos TtX

which, when expanded, gives cos 6nX. as an auxiliary function.

A characteristic determinant of subsystem (I; 2 - 2;2) is

-sin TtX -cos TtX 

-sin TtX cos TtX

which, when expanded and multiplied by -I, gives sin 2«X as an 

auxiliary function. As was noted in Sec. 2, this is the only subsystem 

of (I .- 1;3) which has X = 0 as a characteristic number. Since 0 is a 

zero of sin 2tiX, this function provides an auxiliary function of 

(1;2 - 2;2) even though it was derived under the assumption X > 0.

Auxiliary functions of (I - 1;3) and of all its subsystems are 

listed and labeled in Table I where the auxiliary functions of the 

subsystems (0;m - 2;2) and (1;2 - 2;2), for instance, are denoted by 

Fg(X) and fg(X), respectively. The domain of fg consists of all 

nonnegative numbers. All other auxiliary functions are defined only 

for positive values of the parameter X.

4.___Interlacing Properties

The elementary nature of the auxiliary functions of (I - I; 3) and 

its sub systems makes it easy to find a formula for the nth 

characteristic number of each system. These formulas appear in 

column 2, Table 2. The last eight columns contain successive 

characteristic values of the subsystem of (I - 1;3) whose auxiliary
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Table I. Auxiliary functions of system (I - I;3) and its subsystems.

System Auxiliary Conditions Auxiliary Functions

(0;m - 1;1) y1(-2)=0 and y^(-I)=

(0;m - 2;1) yi(-2)=0 and y£(-1)=

(l;l - 1;2) y2(-l)=0 and y2(l) =

(1;2 - 1;2) y2(-l)=0 and y2(I)=O

(l;I - 2;2) y2(-l)=0 and y£(l)=0

(l;2 - 2;2) y2(-l)=0 and y£(I)=O

(2;l - n;3) y3(I)=O and yg(2)=0

(2;2 - n;3) yj(I)=O and y3(2)=0

(0;m - I;2)

y2(-2)=0

y1(-l)-y2(-l)=0

y£(-l)-4y£(-l)=0

f1(X)=sin(4nX)

f2(X)=c°8(4nX)

0 f3(X)=sin(2nX)

f^(X)=cos(2nX)

fg(X)=cos(2nX)

fg(X)=sin(2nX)

f^(X)=sin(2nX)

fg (X)=CO s(2irX)

F1(X)=Sin(SnX)

y2(I) =0

(0;m - 2;2) Same as for F^(X) except the 

condition at 2=1 is ^2(I)=O 

y2(-l)=0 

y2(l)-y3(I)=O
(1;1 - n;3)

2y^(l)-y3 (D=O

F2(X)=Cos(SnX)

F3(X)=sin(4nX)

y3(2)—0
(1;2 - n;3) Same as for F3(X) except the 

condition at x=-l is y2(-l)=0 

(I - 1;3) (0;1) through (1;3)

F4(X)=cos(4nX)

F(X)=sin(8nX)
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Table 2. Charactesistle values of subsystems of system ( I -  1;3).

Ausiliary 
Function

\  ' ' :! M*
 

I I

H *4 X5 x6 X7 xS

S1 (X) n/4 1/4 1/2 3/4 I 1 5/4 3/2 7/4 2
0.250 0.500 0.750 1.000 1.250 1.500 1.750 2.000

f 2 ( x ) (2n-l)/8 1/8 3/8 5/8 7/8 9/8 11/8 13/8 15/8
0.125 0.375 0.625 0.875 1.125 1.375 1.625 1.875

f 3U ) n/2 1/2 I 3/2 2 5/2 3 7/2 4
0.500 1.000 1.500 2.000 2.500 3.000 3.500 4.000

f 4 (X) (2n-l)/4 1/4 3/4 5/4 7/4 9/4 ii/4 13/4 15/4
0.250 0.750 1.250 1.750 2.250 2.750 3.250 3.750

f 5 (X) (2n-l)/4 1/4 3/4 5/4 7/4 9/4 11/4 13/4 15/4
0.250 0.750 1.250 1.750 2.250 2.750 3.250 3.750

f6(X) (n-1)/2 0 1/2 I 3/2 2 5/2 3 7/2
0.000 0.500 1.000 1.500 2.000 2.500 3.000 3.500

f 7 (X) n/2 1/2 I 3/2 2 5/2 3 7/2 4
0.500 1.000 1.500 2.000 2.500 3.000 3.500 4.000

fg(X)■ (2n—I)/4 1/4 3/4 5/4 7/4 9/4 11/4 13/4 15/4
0.250 0.750 1.250 1.750 2.250 2.750 3.250 3.750

F1(X) n/6 1/6 1/3 1/2 2/3 5/6 I 7/6 4/3
0.167 0.333 0.500 0.667 0.833 1.000 1.167 1.333

F2(X) (2n-l)/12 1/12 1/4 5/12 7/12 3/4 11/12 13/12 5/4
0.083 0.250 0.417 0.583 0.750 0.917 1.083 1.250

F3(X) n/4 1/4 1/2 3/4 I 5/4 3/2 7/4 2
0.250 0.500 0.750 1.000 1.250 1.500 1.750 2.000

F4 (X) (2n-l)/8 1/8 3/8 5/8 7/8 9/8 11/8 13/8 15/8
' 0.125 0.375 0.625 0*875 1.125 1.375 1.625 1.875

F(X) n/8 1/8 1/4 3/8 1/2 5/8 3/4 7/8 I
0.125 0.250 0.375 0.500 0.625 0.750 0.875 1.000
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function appears in the corresponding row of column I. In each case 

denotes the smallest characteristic number. Both fractional and 

decimal values of the characteristic numbers are given.

From the interface interlacing theorem. Sec. 3, Chap. 2, and the

fact that all characteristic values of (I - 1;3) and its subsystems are

nonnegative, we know that- the zeros of F(X) must interlace the zeros of

the product function ^(X)F3 (X)-On [0,<°). A comparison of the

characteristic numbers in the last row of Table 2, which are the

successive zeros of F(X), with the union of the characteristic numbers

in rows I and 11, confirms this property as far as our table goes. In

this example, all zeros of f^(X) and of F3(X) happen to coincide, i.e.,

all zeros of f^(X)F3 (X) are double zeros and hence are zeros of F(X).

These observations are portrayed geometrically in Fig. Ia where the
 ̂ " . 

zeros of F(X), f̂ .(X) and F3(X) have been plotted along the positive X

axis.

Of course, the interface interlacing theorem also asserts that the 

zeros of F(X) interlace those of the product function f2(X)F^(X), as 

well as those of f^(X)F%(X) and of fgtXjFgfX). Figs, lb, lc, and Id 

illustrate this behavior of the zeros of F(X).

A useful summary of the preceding interlacing properties of F(X) 

in terms of subsystems is the following: For each integer k,

O < k < 3, the characteristic values of (I - 1;3) interlace the union 

of the characteristic values of the two subsystems (0;m - n^;k) and 

(k;m^ - n;3) provided n^ = m^, where I < m^, n% < 2.

Incidentally, Figs. Ia and lb illustrate the fact that, in this 

example, the set of all zeros of F(X) is the union of the zeros of
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^(X)F3(X) and those of fgWF^X). To see this note that all zeros of 

f (X)F3(X) and of fgtXjF^tX) are double zeros. Thus, each zero of 

f^(X)F3 (X) is a zero of F(X), and each zero of fgfXXF^tX) is a zero of 

F(X). Since the first zero of fgtXlF^tX) comes before the first zero 

of ^(X)F3(X), and since only the first zero of F(X) can possibly come 

before the first zero of T^(X)F3(X), this, first zero df F(X) must be 

the first zero of Tg(X)F^(X). The second zero of F(X) must then come 

between the first and second zeros of Tg(X)F^(X) and is then the first 

zero of T^(X)F3(X). The third zero, of F(X) is then the second zero of 

Tg(X)F^(X), and the fourth zero of F(X) is between the second and third 

zeros of Tg(X)F^(X). Thus it is the second zero of Tg(X)F3(X). 

Continuing in this way we see that the set of all zeros of F(X) is, 

indeed, the union of the zeros of Tg(X)F3(X) and of Tg(X)F^(X). .

Had the zeros of Tg(X)F3(X) and of Tg(X)F^(X) failed to produce 

all of the zeros of F(X) then the zeros of T^(X)Fg(X) and of Tg(X)Fg(X) 

might have been used to advantage.

As we know, a subsystem of (I - I;3.) involving two adjoining 

intervals is it self a Sturm-Liouville interface system to which the 

interface interlacing theorem may be applied. Specifically, when 

applied to Fg(X) the theorem asserts that the zeros of Fg(X) interlace 

those of either Tg(X)T3(X) or Tg(X)T^(X). This behavior of the zeros 

of Fg(X) is portrayed in Figs. 2a and 2b. Similarly, the zeros of 

Fg(X) interlace the zeros of either Tg(X)Tg(X) or fg(X)fg(X). This Is 

depicted by Figs. 2c and 2d.
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Figare- I. Interlacing by the auxiliary function of the entire system..

(a) I 4- i f 4' I .+ t I 4- t' V
0

I
0.2 0.4 0.6

I . .
0.8

f V T
1.0

Consecutive zeros of Fg(X), and F(X).are indicated

by the symbols „ , t , and 4-, respectively.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Consecutive zeros of I2 (X), F^(X), and F(X) are indicated 

by the symbols „ , » and respectively.

(c) i_
->!V->|I I

H - jiT- I ,4- L I I I — h  x
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Consecutive zeros of I^(X), F^(X), and F(X) are indicated 

by the symbols e , ^ , and 4-, respectively.

j__ 4 I 4-
— f - - 1 T ~ '— V 4 __ ___t + + -t-> x

0 0.2 ■ 0.4 ' 0.6 0.8 1.0
Consecutive zeros of fg(X), F2(X), and F(X) are indicated 

by the symbols o , ^ , and 4-, respectively.
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Figure 2. Iaterlaciag by auxiliary functions of systems defined for 
—2 < s < I.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Consecutive zeros of f%(%), fg(%), and F1(X) are 

indicated by the symbols .» and ̂ a respectively.

(b) i__________________________i____ L»_t____r-J-JL._______ L i  xi T '
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Consecutive zeros of fg(X)a f^(X), and F1(X) are 

indicated by the symbols . , ^ a and ^ a respectively.

1— t___ I 6 __ I____

X
II J l — x

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Consecutive zeros of G^(X)a fg(X)a and F2(X) are 

indicated by the symbols , , ^ a and ^ a respectively.

(d) L_L___j—i___»,i-t___L_c___ La__Jl_i-A I
i T f '
0 0.2 0;4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Consecutive zeros of I2(X), Ig(X), and F2(X) are 

indicated by the symbols ,, t a and +, respectively.
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Figure 3. Interlacing by auxiliary functions of systems defined for -I < x < 2.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Consecutive zeros of fg(&), f^(X)» and F^(X) ore 

indicated by the symbol a , , ^ , and respectively.

(b) . I ^ I __i.. t ,
0

- — — L —^  --- L---
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

___x

1.0
Consecutive zeros of fg(X), fg(X)» and Fg(X) are 

indicated by the symbols . , t , and ̂ respectively.

i . i .. I .T... + . , + \ I + I v X

0 0.2 0.4
t

0.6 0.8
+ > 

1.0

Consecutive zeros of f^(X)» ty(X), and F^(X) are 

indicated by the symbols ., ^ , and ̂ , respectively.

(d) h II->I i + ,..i

0
7

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Consecutive zeros of fg(X), fg(X), and F^(X)

1.0

indicated by the symbols « , 'I'-, and ^ , respectively.
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By the same token, the zeros of Fg(A) interlace the zeros of 

either fg (A)f^(A) or £g(A)f g(A) as shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. Finally

shown in Figs. 3c and 3d.

S.___Characteristic Functions and Their Orthogonality

By utilizing the characteristic values of Table 2 to compute the 

characteristic functions of the subsystems of (I - 1;3), we obtain 

Table 3. In listing the characteristic functions, all nonzero 

multiplying factors have been reduced to unity.

According to Theorem 4, Sec. I, Chap. I, the characteristic 

functions of system (I - I;3) are orthogonal on the fundamental 

interval (-2,2) with respect to the weight function

where Rq = I and, from Sec. I, R^ = 4 and Rj = 1/2; We shall now 

verify this property directly. To do so, we suppose m # n and consider

the zeros of F^(A) interlace the zeros of f^(A)fy(A) or fg(A)fg(A) as

2p(x) = •( n
j=o

-i
/ IfiiT̂ sin -g- sin -g- dx
-2

+
-I

2
I
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Table 3. Characteristic functions of the subsystems of system 
(I - 1;3).

System Characteristic Functions

(0;m - 1;1) h

(0;m - 2;1) n

(I Jl - 1;2) F2
(1J2 - l;2)

(1;1 - 2;2) y2

(1;2 - 2;2) F2

(2;1 - n;3) F3

(2; 2 - n;3) n

(0;m - l;2) n

y2

(0;m - 2;2) yi

. y2

(I ;1 - n;3)
y2

y3

(1;2 - n;3) y2

yS

Fi

(I - I ;3) y2

y3

= sin[nnz]

= sin[(2n-l)$tz/2]

= sin[nit(x+l)/23 

= sin[(2n-l)3r(s-l)/4]

= sin[(2n-l)n(x+l)/4]

<( sin[ (n-l)iix/2] n even

|cost (n-l)iTx/23 n odd

= sinInn(x-2)3 

= sin[(2n-l)«(x-2)/23 

= 8in[2mt(x+2)/33 

= sin[n«(x+5)/63 

= sin[(2n-l)$r(x+2)/S3 

= 8in[(2n-l)R(x+5)/123

= sia[n?r(x-3)/43 

= sin[n?t(x-2)/23 

= sin[(2n-l)n(x-3)/83 

= sin[(2n-l)?t(x-2)/43 

== sin[nnx/23 

= Sintnu(X-S)/83 

= sin[nu(x-2)/43

-2 < x < -I

-2 < z < -I
-I < x < I

-I' < z  < I

-I < X < I

-I < X < I

I < x < 2

I < x < 2

—2 < x < —I

-I < x < I

-2 < x < -I

-I < z < I

-I < x < I

I < x < 2

-I < x < I

I < x < 2

-2 < x < -I

-I < x < I

I < z < 2
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The sum of these three integrals equals

-I 

-2

sin[(n-m)Tt(g-3)/8J. _ sinlln+mj.jr(x-31/̂ 81 (n-m) (n+m7

16”

+ |sin£ln-ml2lx=21Z4l _ sinI£n±slxtix-2lZ4li

which upon substituting in the upper and lower limits, reduces to zero. 

Hence, the stated orthogonality condition holds.

From (2), Sec. 2, Chap. 2, we also know suborthogonality 

conditions which apply to the characteristic functions of the various 

subsystems of (I - I;3). Let us verify, for instance, that the 

characteristic functions of (0;m - 1;2) are orthogonal on (-2,1) with 

respect to the weight function

I
P (x) = ( H R )p. (x) x,_i < x < x • I < j < 2 

s=0 J J J

where Rq = I and R^ = 4. With m ̂  n, we evaluate the integrals of the

sum
-I
/ ldn^sin sin dx
-2

+ /  4n2sin SSl|±51 sin mnlx+52 dx
-I

and get
16j, jsinl2in-slsjx±22Z31 _ sinl2ln+s2nj.x+22Z3l| -I

-2

+16« |5inIin=m25lx+52Z61 _ sinIin+ml|ix±52Z6i|
I

-I .
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Substituting in the limit, we find that all of this reduces to zero. 

Hence, the suborthogonality of the characteristic functions of 

(0;m - 1;2) is established.

For the subsystem (1;2 - 2;2)» which has 0 as a characteristic 

number, the corresponding suborthogonality condition asserts that the 

characteristic functions of the system are orthogonal on (-1,1) with 

respect to the weight function

(I) p(x) = -I < x < I.

Since only one interval,is involved here, we may clearly delete the 

nonzero factor (I) from the integral defining the suborthogonality of 

the characteristic functions in this case.

In our direct verification of the suborthogonality condition for 

(I;2 - 2;2), we first assume n is even and m is odd. Since

f sin Ia=JlJS cos 19=1135 dz = r=cosI|pc9|33Z2l _ cosIis±m-212xZ2l] 1 
-I -I

= ^=cosl||z ||itZ 2l _ cosi|p + ^ 2 |sZ 2lj

coslin^lnlal _ eosi(n±m=|)eZ21 I 
nTn-mT ?rTn+m-2T J

' ' ' = O ,

the suborthogonality condition holds in this case.
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If n # m and if n and m are both even, we have

J sin InzIjns sin ImzIl3S ds
-I

-I

IînIj3zBj3SlZl _ sinljBt̂ lpslalj

fsI3I(BzM)3Ial _ siniIntmzZl3IalI 
L nTn-m) nTn+m-Z) J

+ ^sinIjBzBplal _ siBljst^Zpialj

2 I SiBljm=Bjniai _ si n i j n ^ ^ p i a 11

since both m and n are even.

For n ^ m and for n and m both odd, the suborthogonality condition 

involves the integral

I
/ cos 
-I

In=Ilns cos IazIlns dx

^siBljB=Bpzlal + sinljs+^2pxlZlj 1

SinIjs=BpZai + SinIjBtB=Iplaij

i p m ]+ [slsIfeIim * sisIilfels 
% [sisI f e f e 1 * sisI i f f e f e 1 }

since both m and n are odd so that both n-m and n+m are even. Thus, 

the suborthogonality condition has been shown to hold in all cases for 

the characteristic functions of (1;Z - 2;2).
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In the same way the suborthogonality of the characteristic 

functions of the other subsystems of (I - 1;3) can be verified.

6.__Intervals Containing Characteristic Values of an Interface System

We have already mentioned that Theorem I, Sec. I, Chap. 3, may be 

useful if subsystem (i;m - n;k) has characteristic values which are 

close together. Then the interval between the first and last of any 

three consecutive characteristic values of subsystem (i;m - n;k) will 

be small. Moreover, each such interval will contain at least one 

characteristic value of (I - I;K).

For example, consider the following system whose differential 

equations are

y% + n^X2y1 = 0 for -2 <

(I) y% + 100n2X2y2 = 0 for -I <

yg + 4n2X2yg = 0 for I <

and where boundary and interface conditions are 

(0;1) y1 (-2) = 0

(1.1) y-j^-l) - y2(-l) = 0
(1.2) iOy£(-l) - yj(-l) = 0
(2.1) y2(l) - yg(l) = 0
(2.2) y£(l) - Syj(I) = 0

(I? 3) yg(2) = 0.

The nth characteristic value of this interface system is given by 

Xn = n/23. The nth characteristic values of the subsystems 

(I;I - I;2), (I;2 - I;2), (I;I - 2;2), and (I;2 - 2;2) are Xfl = n/2d, 

(2n-l)/40, (2n-l)/40, and n/20, respectively. For each of these four

x < -I 

x < I 

x < 2
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subsystems the line segment joining the nth and (n+2)nd characteristic 

values is of length 0.1. Consequently, fairly small intervals are 

found which must contain at least one characteristic value of 

(I - I; 3).

Figs. 4a through 4d demonstrate the fact that at least one 

characteristic value of system (I - I; 3) lies between the smallest and 

largest of any three consecutive characteristic numbers of the four 

subsystems already named.
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Figure 4

(#) l__
0

0» L_„
0

(o) j__
t

0

(d> L_.

0

Demonstration of the result of Theorem I, Sec. I, Chap. 3.

i---- ii— — i-i----J -----j-i.___i--- ±i— i-----i_x_A %
<t> -}• t -j" t t t t ^ f '

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

The characteristic values of (I;l - l;2) and

(I - I ;3) are denoted by t and 4 respectively.

______4_____4_L_L____ 4__j__4___ 4___41 4_____ 4._j_
4 4 4 4 4 4  4 4 4
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

The characteristic values of (1;2 - 1;2) and

(I - I;3) are denoted by 4 and 4 respectively.

4 4 1 4 4 I 4 4 I 4 4 4 1 4 4 i \ X— T -J— T — T — 4 T — T  ^
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

The characteristic values of (1;1 - 2 ;2) and 

(I - I;3) are denoted by 4 and 4 respectively.

±_
4

4j.__ 4 —
4 4

0.1
.Jt— i-J--J---J-J-- 4---Li-- £---Lu— s X

4 4 4 4 4 4 4
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

The characteristic values of (1;2 - 2;2) and 

(I - I; 3) are denoted by 4 and 4 respectively.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND TOPICS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

In Sec. 2, Chap. 2 we introduced the concept of a subsystem of an 

interface Sturm-Liouville system. Then an interlacing theorem 

involving auxiliary functions of an interface Sturm-Liouville system 

and certain of its subsystems was established. In Chap. 3 some results 

concerning characteristic values of ordinary Sturm-Liouville systems 

were extended to characteristic values of interface Sturm-Liouville 

systems. We now list several topics for further research in areas 

related to those discussed in this thesis:

1. Obtain conditions yielding results similar to those of the 

fundamental interlacing theorem of Sec. 2, Chap. I, when the f^(%) for 

I < & I 4 are allowed to have zeros of an order higher than one.

2. Seek to determine for an interface Sturm-Liouville system how the 

number of zeros of a characteristic function corresponding to the nth 

characteristic value may depend on n.

3. Find the asymptotic form as n approaches +» of Sturm-LiouvilIe 

interface characteristic functions which correspond to the nth 

characteristic number.

4. Seek useful families of functions for applying the Raleigh-Ritz 

Method to interface systems, and conditions necessary for getting good 

results with this method.
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5. Discover some variation of Sturm's Comparison Theorem which holds 

for interface systems.

6. Extend results obtained in this thesis to Sturm-LiouvilIe interface 

systems involving the parameter X in their boundary and interface 

conditions.

7. Study Sturm-Liouville interface systems for which (4) and (S) of 

Chap. I may not hold.

8. Investigate Sturm-Liouville interface systems of order higher
' I '

than 2.
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